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matter is contained in a
leaflet distributed at the recent meeting
of the Maine State Pomological Society,
by S. Cyras Miller, the noted orchard
specialist and institute lecturer. While
it says few things which are not already
known to the well-informed orchardist,
it contains so good an epitome of the instructions which every fruit raiser
should have, as to deserve a wide circulation.
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Mr. Brown's Acre of Potatoes.

Soi'TH Paris, Nov. 13, 1909.
RENOVATE YOUK OLD ORCHARD.
Editor Democrat.
Where trees are too closely planted
check
as award in
Yours
enclosing
Dentist,
Remove all
cut out every other one.
potato growing contest was duly receiv- undesirable varieties.
MAINE.
Begin pruning,
NORWAY.
ed. lu regard to "the methods employbut extend this operation over sevorai
ed in raising the potatoes" will say that
'>*ce Hour»—9 to 12—1 to 4.
rather than to try to do it all in
the ground had Dot been plowed foi years
one year.
Seal all wounds with lead
and has produced but little
many
years
P. SMITH.
and oil. Wherever possible plow and
hay for several years. The seed was cut cultivate the orchard.
Accurate data
to one and two eyea in a piece and placAttorney at Law,
show that beet results are attained
ed with a planter the last days of May,
MAINE.
NORWVY,
where tillage is the rule. Apply each
about eight hundred pounds Brad
Collection» a Specialty using
Hume Block.
year a reasonable dressing of stable or
ley's complete manure in planting, and chemical
fertilizers. Spray your tree»
broadcasting the remainder of the ton ol and fruit
every year. It will add 50
KK.1CICK « PARK.
fertilizer when the vines were well startcents per barrel to the value of your
rows
or
between
the
four
cultivated
ed,
Attorneys at Law,
crop.
five times, and hilled with a disc cul
Graft and care for your native apple
MAINE,
:>BTHKL,
tivator, not using a hand hoe at all.
care and attention they may
trees.
EUery C. Paiiv.t llto: E. Herrlck.
They were sprayed four times with Bor- be madeBy
a source of great profit.
deaux mixture and Paris green.
PLANTING NEW ORCHARDS.
J. S. Brown.
&
J. H.
I
Chi ose a few and the best variet
and
Feeds
Feeding.
Plant on the beet land you have. Buy
CIVIL ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
At a recent meeting of the West of a good nursery firm and get the best
35 High Street, South Parte, Maine.
Penobscot Dairy Testing Association at two-year-old trees obtainable. Prepare
Telephone 111-12.
Dexter, Prof. Campbell, of the Uni- land thoroughly, ae for any boed crop,
versity of Maine, gave a talk on ''Feeds space trees a good distance apart, prune
Map· and Plan· made to order.
Map· of the tlmberlan<ls and pocket maps of and Feeding." The professor divided back severely, plant carefully and then
each county for sale.
his subject into three parts. 1. Nutri- watch them grow. Head back trees
.Publishers of the Atlas of Maine.)
tion, II. Calf Raising, and III. Feeding each year as long as the top can be
reached. Spray each year when dorfor Milk Production.
I.
Under nntrition Prof. Campbell mant with Scalecide to control all scale
discussed several compounds that are insects and to cleanse and invigorate the
trees.
When old enough to bear, spray
must valuable. The first was water
We usually do not think of water as with bordeaux and arsenate of lead.
14 Main St., Norway, Me.
playing an important part in the nutriPICKING APPLES.
tion of au animal, but it is very neces
Pick in the proper season according to
as
sary as a solvent and carrier, as well
varieties. Have at hand a supply of
adding palatability to the food. The
packages, either barrels or boxes, in
amount of water in the body is large,
which to put your apples. Handle apsome of the body fluids being almost
ples carefully. Injure apples and trees
entirely water, as saliva which contains as little as
possible. If not sorted in
about 98 per cent, so it is necessary not
the field put them at once in a cool, dark
to
to
have
a
up
keep
good supply
only
work of digestion and assimilation, place.
Lead the
Λ.1 Kinds of Pipe
PACKING AND MARKETING APPLES.
but it is necessary for the varions body
l'ack in barrels or boxes according to
and Iron.
fluids. The absence or presence of waNever box any but
ter in a food determines to a great ex- grade of fruit.
Have neat and attent its value as it affects its palatability choicest specimens.
Telephone 1:14-11.
and its digestibility. A food that is tractive packages. Grade and pack apperfectly free from water is very hard to ples fairly and honestly. Have sorting
J. WALDO
digest by itself, and lacks palatability. table to work at, as it greatly lessens
It does not excite a secretion of the di- labor. Rack barrels thoroughly. On
gestive juices. The great value of water face end stencil plainly grade and
a* a food is illustrated by the feeding variety.
Sell according to location and inclinaThere is only about 20
value of silage.
Temple Street, rear Masonic Block,
per cent of total solids in corn silage, tion. Early selling for the average apyet it forms one of the most desirable ple grower is usually the best policy.
NORWAY feeds, not
Telephone Connection.
only on account of its cheap- Sell f. o. b. shipping point or consign to
ness but because its succulence stimu- a reputable commission dealer.
a mw
lates the digestive organs to bettor hanA FEW POINTS TO REMEMBER.
dle other foods. The flow of milk may
Apple
growing is one of the most
the
be much better kept up throughout
profitable litres of agricultural effort in
a
if
of
a
foods
containing
year
supply
Mew Eugland, if conducted under modlarge percentage of water is available. ern and scientific methods of orchard
It is desirable to so plan the cropping
management. An acre of mature bearare just coming along at the
system that succulent foods may be ing
apple trees is the most valuable acre
whole
the
available
year.
throughout
Paris.
South
New
of land devoted to agricultural purposes
To determine the value of water in
in New England.
the food, several years ago Ex-Governor
in the best
Do not fear
Hoard tried an experiment with one of varieties and overproduction
grades of apples.
his cows. Governor Hoard clipped a
the
'Do not fear
competition of Westportion of his lawn and gave half of ern box apples. When we adopt Westa
cow.
The
to
each day's clippings
ern methods with our varieties, we may
other half he took into the kitchen and
be assured of all the markets we can
dried. For several days the cow was
fed on the fresh clippings, and gave a supply.
ilave confidence in your soil, climate
good flow of mtlk, but when the dried and varieties and most of all in yourself
itn
the
cow
fed
to
were
her,
clippings
to produce the finest apples in the world.
mediately dropped in production, though
the dried clippings were so handled tb*t
To Milk and Cream Producers.
they contained practically the same
On account of the very large proporamount of food nutrients.
tion of uur dairy products marketed in
The value of succulent food was well
Maine has
shown on the University of Maine herd the form of sweet cream,
sweet
last spring, when mangel wuizels were come to be known as the great
We believe
fed to the cows. Though the mangels cream state of the country.
earned and that
contained a comparatively low amount this title has been truly
her products entitles her
South Paris, Maine.
of protein, carbo-hydrates and tat, a few the quality of
in the public
hold
this
to
pounds of them fed twice a day caused mind. It wasrecognition
a little over twenty years
the flow of milk to be materially inthat the first can of sweet cream
creased, which flow was kept up for ago
A
was shipped out of the state of Maine.
some days after the last of the roots bad
Since then the business has been rapidly
been fed.
and now nearly all the dairy
If the cow is to make a maximum pro- growing
of the state are marketed unduction throughout the year, her appe- products
of milk or cream. This
tite aud individuality must be consulted, der the name
it quickly absorbed.
in improving the
and succulent feeds will play an impor- has resulted not only
Gives Relief at One*
quality received from the farmers themtant part in catering to her desires.
It cleanses, soothes,
selvee but aUo in returning to the proAsh, protein, carbo-hydrates and fat
h.-als and protects
ducer very largely increased prices.
were treated in a manner much similar
the diseased mem·
There is at the present time only one
to water.
bmne r»-eultiii£ from
My space forbids au extended
state in this country where the prices
Catarrh and drives
report.
to cream producers are equal t<;
It is of CCD that loo tuucq protein is paid
a
Cold
the
in
away
farmers of this state.
fed. Protein costs the most of any of those paid to the
Head quickly. lieAssociation,
the nutrient compounds, and should not The Maine Dairymen's
stores the Senses of
the great importance of the
Taste and Smell. Full sire 50 cts.. nt Drug- be fed in excess of the required amount recognizing
of the state,
a milk and cream industry
gists or by mail. In liquid form, 7·> cents. for this reason alone; besides the cost,
are offering premiums to be competed
Ely Brothers, Warreu Street, New York. very large proportion of protein taxes
the annual dairy conference to be
the excretory organs of the animal, and for at
held in Skowhegan, beginning Tuesday
cau only do the work of carbo-hydrates
and closing Friday
E. W.
and fat at a considerable expense of evening, Nov. 30th,
Dec. 3d. Premiums amounting to
energy. Fat and carbo-hydrates can be noon,
#50 for milk and 450 for cream are offerquite readily interchanged in perform- ed. These
premiums will be divided
ing the work necessary for the animal
rata among all samples scoring 90
fuel. However, for the sake of digesti- pro
A splendid programme
or over.
as well as cost, only a proportion- points
I will furnish DOORS ami WINDOWS of any bility
has been provided for the meeting and
ate amount of fat should be used with
SUe or Style at reasonable prices.
the whole day Wednesday will be
the carbohydrates. Fat has a fuel value nearly
over to dairy products, milk and
of two and one-quarter times that of the given
cream being given the larger share.
carbohydrates.
Last year a very successful exhibit
In purchasing feed· a man should
Not only was it the largest
was held.
If Id want of any klml of Finish for Inside 01
know what he is buying, and get not
Lum
Pine
orilera.
but une of the best ever held in this
( >uuMe work, semi in yonr
only large quantities of desirable nutriber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
It
is the desire of the assoents for his money, but get these nutri- country.
ciation to secure not only a larger but a
ents in the most digestible forms, for it
and Job Work requires energy to change the food so better exhibit than the one held in 1008,
a
effort is being made to this
that it may be used bv the animal. In and special
end.
Matched Pine Sheathing for Sale.
fact some roughages often given to growIf you are interested in the work being stock and dry cows, as swale hay and
carried on by the dairymen's assoE. W.
oat straw, contain bo little nutrients that ing
influence
the whole value derived from ciation and desire to give your
practically
West Sumner.
and assistance to it, a letter addressed
them is required to digest the next lot.
II. Raising calves. The Dairy Test- to Leon S. Merrill, Secretary, Augusta,
will bring an official programme.
ing Association allows the farmer to Maine, blanks will also be furnished if
know, at a small expense, just what Entry
All into make an exhibit.
desire
each cow is doing for him. He can then you
will be cheerfully answered.
select nis best animals for dams, and by quiries
mating tbem with a desirable male the
For Milk Storage.
chances are at least good that a satisIf the milk is placed in a cellar or cave
factory calf will result. When raisiné
the calf do not make the mistake of where there are decaying vegetables or
'hinking that any old thing is good fruit, it will quickly absorb the odors
for
Don't
for the young and growing ani- from them. Such places are entirely unenough
When you are troubled with your
mal. The calf needs proper care, regu- fit for the storage of milk. The dairyexamined
Have
eyes
your
eyes.
larly given, and a sufficient amount (not man should have a building, set apart
by DR PABMKNTKK,
from the barns and other places from
too much nor too little) of clean feed.
Optician and Specialist
That dreaded trouble, scours, very fre- which objectionable odors might come,
Come b re. Consult me
This
use of the dairy.
Maine.
quently results from uuclean pails, toe for the exclusive
Norway,
much milk that is too but or too cold, building need not be very large, but
so that it can easily
given at irregular intervals Δ li: tit must be constructed
A cement floor
care will keep tbe young calf thrifty and be kept clean and cool.
should be laid, as it is the easiest to
growing.
III. Feeding for Milk Production clean, is cool and does not rot from
o.
In order to have an animal produce a moisture. If the walls are built of stone,
so ranch the better,
15 ve*rs expert Watch- large amount of milk it is necessary tr brick or concrete,
back several generations and ul- for such walls keep out the heat.
maker with Bigelow. start
should be such
construction
roof
The
to
calf
begin
timately secure a good
Kennard <St Co., Boston. with. Treat tbe calf properly during it* that it will effectually turn the heat of
If the roof ia not of conorete
growing period, not allowing it to fresh the «un. be
built double, so that an air
en until it is quite matured, then yon it should
All Work
and
have a good foundation for a profitable cnrrent will pass between the upper
lower parts. Walls and ceilings should
Guaranteed.
If the cow is to be fe<t intelligent
cow.
whether
with cement plaster,
be
ly. there must be a proper relation h be covered
wood or stone is used in their construcmil
A lit*ie out of the waj tween the amount and quality of
This
tion.
finish, if properly put on, is
and
qualit)
produced and the quantity
but it pays to wa'k.
and does not readily be·
of nutrients given. Tbe only way t< ««any to clean
and accurately obtain th« oome af[ ted with mold or decay.
easily
readily,
KN
fLOl
WATCBM
«EU.
Provision must be made for an abunknowledge fur these proportions is b>
1KD JEWELRY.
Man? people ob dance of water, and the pumping arrange
the use of the scales
be such that the fresh water
'V'th l»r. Pariuentor, >orway, Maine.
ject to the use of scales saying thatexi ment must
from the woll or spr'ng will flow through
requires too much time, but actual
house. It should ran into a
perience shows that a balf minute, thirty th) dairy
to allow the
seconds, will Im» ample time to weigl tank built deep enough
milk and
and record the production of each cow complete submerging of the
The lank should have
H> watching the recorc cream cms.
at a miikmg.
THI
no
holdall
sheet one can tell readily whether 01 sufficient width and length to
that it may be necessary to use. A tank
not tbe cow is producing an amount it
of concrete and finished with a
proportion to the feed given, and if sh> built upsurface
WITH
is the most economical
is doing so the feed can be increased tin cement
and is much more satistil the maximum profitable productim in the long run,
Another big advantage ο factory. Provision must be made for
is attained.
for the purpose of cleanthe daily milk record is that it wil draining it out
Wooden tanks are usually a aourt ·
allow tbe herd owner to observe am ing.
lr< η
threatened approach of sickness, for atij of trouble from leak· and deoay.
tanks do not last long because they bekind of physical disturbance of tbe an
mal immediately shows itself *t the pail | come rusty —Exchange.
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
The kinds of grain fed will be deter
OT7ABANTXIO
Ti e average yield per acre of potatoes
mined by tbe grains in tbe market ao·
with tbe roughage
OB MONEY BKFUHDED.
for the state of Maine this year is 220
ι their cost, together
and grains raised od the farm.
bushels, which Is high compared with
the avi rage yield of the United State·,
which is about 100 bushels, and that ot
The farmer who keeps taking fertility
Is little leu than 10C
from the soil without putting anytbini : New York, which
We Do all Kindt of....
Maine field· thii
back, will soon put his farm io sucl bushels Some of the
year have ran away ahead of the average
JOB PRINTING.
condition that it will not raiae even
220 bushels.
Maori A Forte· South Parte. mortgage.
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CHAPTER XII.

American got a final glimpse
of tbe bobby, standing In front
of No. 9 Frognall street and
watching them with an air of
profound uncertainty. He had Kirkwood's sympathy therein, but be had
little time to feel with him, for Mrs.
Hnllam turned upon him very sud-

denly.

Kirk wood, will you be good
enough to tell me who and what you
are?"
The young man smiled his homely,
"I'll be only too glad,
candid smile.
Mrs. Hallam, when I feel sure you'll
do as much for yourself."
She gave him no answer. It was as
If she were choosing words.
Kirkwood braced himself to meet the
storm, but none ensued. There was
rather a lull, which strung Itself out
Indefinitely to the monotonous music
of hoofs and rubber tires.
The carriage stopped before a house
with lighted windows. Eccles jumped
down from the box and scurried to
open the frout door.
They were returned to Craven street!
"One more lap round the track!" mused
"Wonder will the next
Klrkwood.
take me back to Bermondsey Old
Stairs."
At Mrs. Hnllam's direction, Eccles
ushered him Into the smokiug room,
on the ground floor in the rear of the
dwelling, there to wait while she
helped lier son upstairs and to bed
with pleasure at first
He sighed
glimpse of Its luxurious but luformal
"Mr.

comforts and threw himself carelessly
into a heavily padded lounging chair,
dropping one knee over the other and
lighting the Inst of his expensive
cigars with a sensation of undiluted
gratitude, as one coming to.rei-t in the
shadow of a great rock In a weary
He was very sleepy.
the halls, on the stairs
there were hurrylngs and scurryings
of feet ar.d skirts, confused with murmuring voices. Presently, in an adJoining room, Philip Klrkwood heard
land.

Through

maidservant
wrestling hopefully
with that most exasperating of un d
ern time saving devices, the telephone
as countenanced by our English cous
Her patience and determination
ins.
won his approval, but availed nothing
In the outcome the
for her purpose.
telephone triumphed, nnd the inald
gave up the unequal contest.
Later a butler entered the room, a
short and sturdy fellow, extremely ill
at ease. Drawing a small taboret to
the side of Klrkwood's chair, lie
placed thereon a tray, deferentially Ini
parting the Information that "Mrs
'Allam 'as thought 'ow as Mr KlrU
wood might care for a bit cf supa

per·"

"Please thank Mrs. llallaui for me.'

Klrkwood's gratified eyes ranged the
There were sandwiches
laden tray.
biscuit, cheese and a pot of black cof
"it w;
fee. with sugar and cream
very kindly thought of." he added.
"Very good, sir; thank you. sir.
The

man

turned

to

go.

sbuffllu::

soundlessly. Klrkwood was suddenly
impressed with his evasiveness Evci
since

he

had entered the room h!.had seemed turned fro'.n

countenance

Jtii». guest.

"Eccles!" he called sharply at a ver.
turc.
The butler halted, thunderstruck
"Ye-es. s-slr!"
"Turn rouud. Eccles. 1 want a loo!
at

you."

Eccles faced him unwillingly with
Kirk
stolid front, but shifty eyes

Builders' Finish !

CURE

SATISFACTOBYJ

I

Klrkwood sat down again, smiling
good natured appreciation of her un-

prejudiced

attitude.

"Your soil Mrs. Hallam"—
"Oh,
doing well enough
Freddie." she explained, "ha· «delicate constitution and has seen little of
Such melodrama as tothe world.
night's Is apt to shock him
We must make allowances, Mr. Kirk-

FreSdle's

wood. I think." she aald deliberately,
"that It is time we came to an under-

standing."

Klrkwood agreed— Yes, affably.
"1 purpose being perfectly straightforward. To begin with, I don't place
You are an unyou. Mr. Klrkwood.
known quantity, a new factor. Won t
_

..

you please tell me what you areι andare you a friend of Mr. Calendar s?
"I think 1 may lay claim to that
honor, though"—to Klrkwood's way of
eeelng things some little frankness on
his own part would be essential If they
were to get on-"I hardly know him
1 had the pleasure of
Mrs. Hallam.
meeting him only this afternoon.
She knitted her brows over this

statement
"That, I assure you, is the truth,
laughed.
"But I really don't understand.
Calendar
Mrs. Hallam.
"Nor I,
aside. I am Philip Klrkwood. American, resident abroad for some years,
a native of San Francisco, of a ccr
tain age. unmarried, by profession
poor

painter."

••But who are you for?

Are you in

George Calendar's pay?
M>
"Heaven forfend!" piouely.
sole interest at the present moment Is
moet entrancing m>s
to unruvel a

te"Entitled

'Dorothy Calendar/ of
You've known her
"Eight hours, 1 believe, he admit
ted gravely—"less than that. In fact.
"Miss Calendar's Interests will
suffer through anything you may tell

course.

m"Whether

they will or no, 1 see 1
swing a looser tongue or you 11 be
showing me the door."
The woman shook her head, amused
-Not until," she told him significantly.
-Very well, then." And he launched
the
into an abridged narrative
night's events as he understood them,
touching lightly on his own clrc"m.
stances, the real poverty which had
brought him back to Craven etreet by
"And there you
way of Froguall.
have It all. Mrs. Hallam."
"It Is bo like Calendar," she exolnlm·
must

of^

"so like blin that one sees how
It was to trust-no not to
trust, but to believe—that he could
ever be thrown ofT the scent once he
got uose to ground. So If we suffer,
cd

foolish

my son and I. I shall have only myself to thank!"
Klrkwood waited In patient »"βη
tlon till she chose to continue. W hen
she did. "Now for my side of the
case!" cried Mrs. Hallam and. rising
began to pace the room, her slender

and rounded figure swaying grace
fullv the while she talked.
"George Calendar Is a scoundrel,
she said, "a swiudler. gambler-what
I believe you Americans call a confiHe is also my late busdence man.
band's first cousin. Some years sin
he found It convenient to leave Eng
land, likewise his wife and daughter
Mrs. Calender—a countrywoman of
yours, by the bye-died shortly after
Dorothy, by the merest accl·

Shortly afterward

Dorothy Calendar

We know now that her
father took her away, but then the
disappearance seemed Inexplicable,
especially since with her vanished a

disappeared.

great deal of valuable information.
She alone knew of the location of certain of the old colonel's personal effects.
One of bis
"He was an eccentric.
peculiarities Involved the secreting of
He had no
valuables In odd places.
faith in banks.
Among these valua-

bles were the Burgoyne family jewels
—quite a treasure, believe me, Mr.
Klrkwood. We found no not· of them

"Mr. Kirkwood might care for a bit o)

supper."

wood glunced bim up and down, grin-

ning.

I'll remember
"Thank you. Eccles.
You'll remember me, too,
you uow.

won't you? You're a bad actor, aren't
you. Eccles?"
"Yes, 8lr; thank you, sir," mumbled
the r.iau unhappily and took Instant
advantage of the Implied permission
to go.

Iutensely diverted by the recollecilou of Eccles' abortive attempt to stop
him at the door of No. 9 and wondering. now that he came to think of It.
why precisely young Hallam had deemed It necessary to travel with a bodyguard and adopt such furtive methods
to enter Into as well as to obtain what
was asserted to be his own property,
Kirkwood turned aetive attention to

the lunch.

ThoughtfuHy be poured himself a
and
cup of coffee, swallowing It, hot
black as it came from the sliver pot
then munched the sandwiches.
It was kindly thought of, this early
morning repast. Mrs. Hallam seemed
more and more a remarkable woman
with each phase of her character that

•be chose to disclose. At odds with
him, she yet took lime to think of his
creature needs. Women, be propounded

gravely,

are

queer.

There's no tell-

ing anything about them.
On* of the moat unreadable spec!
mens

of the sex

on

which

he

pro-

nounced this highly original dictum
entered the room Just then, and be

nlug to

abetting

ri

li us. Mulreudy aiding and

lilni."

Tlio woman pu used before Kirkwood,
look lug down upon blm. "And so,"
she concluded, "we have beea tricked
and swindl- d. 1 can scarcely believe it
of Dorothy Calendar."
"I, for oik», don't believe It" Klrkwood spoke quickly, rising. "Whatever
the culpability of Calendar and Mulrendy, Dorothy was only their hoodwinked tool."
"But. Mr. Kirk wood, she must bave
known the Jewels were not hers."
"Yes," be assented passively, but
wholly unconvinced.
"And what." she demanded, with a
gésture of exasperation—"what would
you advise?"

"Scotland Yard," he told her bluntly
"But it's a family secret. It must

not appear In the papers. Don't you
understand?
George Calendar Is my
husband's cousin!"
"I can think of nothing else unless
you pursue them In person."
"But whither?"
"That remains to be discovered. 1
can tell you nothing more than I bave.
May I thank you for your hospitality,
express my regrets that I should unwittingly have been made the agent of
this disaster and wish you good night
or, rather, good morning, Mrs. Hal
lam?"
For a moment she held him under α
calculating glance, which he withstood
with graceless fortitude. Then, reallz-

lu one who combines Ibe
functions of perambulating almanac,
guidebook, encyclopedia and coneerv

pardonable

of the peace.
Klrkwood said something beneath
bis breath, a word In itself a comfortable mouthful aftd wholesome and
emphatic. He glanced again at tht*
cab and groaned, "0 Lord, I Just das
sent!" with which, thunking the bu
reau of Information.' he set off rapid
ly down Grey's Inn road to find tb*

er

Alethea before she sailed. Proceeding
upon the working hypothesis that Mrs
Hallam was a polished liar in most
respects, but had told the truth so fai
as concerned ber statement tu the effect that the gladstone bag contained
valuable

property,

whose

ownershlii

remained a moot question, though
Klrkwood was definitely committed to
the belief that it was none of Mrs
Hallam's or her sou's, he reasoned
that the two adventurers, with Doro
thy and their booty, would attempt to
leave Londoiv by a water route In the
ship Alethea. whose name had fallen
from their lips at Bermondsey Olfl

Stairs.
Kirk wood's initial task, then, would
be to find the needle In the haystack
The metaphor is poor—more properly
to sort out from the hundreds of ves
sels of all descriptions at auchor In
midstream, moored to the wharfs of
longshore warehouses or In the gigantic docks that line the Thames, thai

called Alethea. of which he was
deeply mired In ignorance that be

one
so

In the bows old Rob lifted up h stei·
torian voice, summoning one William
lu answer to the third ear riukin;
hall a man. clothed simply In dirt;
shirt and disreputable trousers, showed
himself in the doorway above, rubbln
the sleep out of a red. bloated counte
name with a mighty and grimy fist.
"
ΈΙΙο." he said surlily. "Wot's th

row?"

"Όο." Interrogated old Hob. Iioldin-

the boat steady by grasping the stage
"was th' party wot eugyged yer larsi

night. Hill?"
"Party name o' Allytheer," growled
the drowsy one. "W'y?"

When
"T arty 'ere's lookin' for Mm.
will I find this Allytheer?"
"Rest look sharp 'r yer won't fine
"
Έ wa?
'lm." retorted (he one above.
at anchor off How creek hirst night."
Kirkwood's heart leaped In hope
"What sort of vessel was she?" ht

asked, half rising in his eagerness.

"Brigantlne,

sir."
And agnln the l»oat was flying down
In midstream, the leaden water, shot
with gold of the morning sun, parting
sullenly beneath Its bows. Hugging
the marshy shore, they rounded the

withamong the colonel's papers and
out Dorothy were powerless to pursue
We advertised and
a search for them.
employed detectives, with no result
It seems that father and daughter
were at Monte Carlo at the time."
"Beautifully circumstantial, my dear
lady," commented Klrkwood to his
Outwardly he
inner consciousness.
maintained consistently a pose of im-

passive gullibility.

"This afternoon for the first time we
received news of the Calendars. Calendar himself called upon uie to beg
I explained our difficulty, and
Β loan
he promised that Dorothy should send
us the Information by the morning's
post. When I Insisted he agreed to
bring it himself after dinner this
evening. I make It quite clear?" she

Interrupted, u little anxious.
"Quite clear. 1 assure you." he as
sented eucournglngly.
"Strangely enough, hi· had not been

gone teu minutes when my son came
In from a conference with our so
llcltors. Informing me that at Inst η
memorandum had turned up. Indicating that the heirlooms would be found
In a safe secreted behind a dresser in
Colonel Burgoyne's bedroom."
"At No. 0 Proguall street."
"Yes.
I proposed going {here at
once, but II was late, and we were
dining at the Plcss with an acquaintance, a Mr. Mulready, whom I now recall as a former Intimate of Geor^t
To our surprise, we saw
Calendar.
Calendar and bis dangbter at a table
not far from ours. Mr. Mulready be
(rayed some agitation at the sight of
Calendar and told me that 8cotland
Yard had a man out with a warrant
for Calendar's arrest on old chargée
For old sake'a sake Mr. Mulready begged me to give Calendar a word of
warning. I did so—foolishly. It aeems.
Calendar was at that moment plan-

himself that It was the fascination of
adventure alone that drew hlin on
Α hapchance native whom he presently encountered furnished minute
directions for reaching the Dockyard
station of the Southeastern and Chatham railway, adding comfortable In-

formation to the effect that the next
eaatbonnd train would pass through
In ton minutes If Klrkwood would
mend Ills pa e he could make It easily,
wlt!l Hire to spare.
ICIrkword mended Ills pace accordingly. Init. contrary to (be prediction,
had no time to spare at all. Even aa
he stormed I he tloki t grating the train
was ti'ir derlncr In at the platform.
Therefcr» a nervous ticket agent
n! Ill η out a first class ticket Innn

tend of the third class he had asked
fer. a: d there was no time wherein to
have the mistake rertlfied. Kirkwood
planked down the fare, swore and

sprinted for the carriages.
The frst compartment whose door
he pei .-red vlolenly open proved to be

occupied a lid was, moreover, not a
smoking car. He received a fleeting
Impression of a woman's startlwl eyes
staring Into his own through a thin
Blnckwall point, the boatmen pulling mesh of veiling, fell off the runnlug

hnrd
Young William looked to Kirk
wood, caught his eye and nodded.
"Here?"
Kirkwood rose, balancing himself
against the leap and sway of the boat
"Sumwhere's 'long o' 'ere."

From right to left Ills eager glance
swept the river's widening reach. Vessels were there In abundance, but no
brigantlne, no sailing vessel of any type
The young man's lips checked a cry
that was half a sob of bitter disap
He sat down suddenly
fointment.
"She's gone!" he cried In a hollow-

board, slammed the door and hurled
himself toward the next compartment
Here happier fortune attended upou
The boxlike section was
his desire.
untenanted, and a notice blown upou
the window glass announced that It

Klrktvas "Second Class Smoking."
wood promptly tumbled In. and v. !i«
he turned to shut the door thee ou·. U·.»
Vere moving.
A pipe bel[>ed him to bear up while
the train was making Its two other
stops In the borough of Woolwich. It
consoled him little that none disputed
with him his lonely possession of the
compartment, that he had caught the
Sheerness train or that he was really
losing no time. A sense of deep dejection had settled down upon his consciousness. with a realization of how
completely a fool's errand was this of

could not say whether she were tramp
steamer, coastwise passenger boat,
one of the liners that ply between Tilbury and all the world, channel ferry
boat, private yacht (steam or sail),
schooner, four master, square rigger,
gasp.
bark or brlgantlne.
The tired l»oatmen eased upon their
London had turned over once or
twice and was pulling the bedclothes oars, and old Rob stood up In the
bows, scanning the rlverscape with
over Its head and grumbling about fetshielded by a level palm
ing up, but the city was still souud keen eyes
with the
asleep, when at length be paused for a The boat drifted listlessly
minute's rest In front of the Mansion current.
He felt foredoomed to failure,
Old Rob panted. "Dawn't—see— naw- his.
House and realized, with a pang of
lie was never to see Dorothy Calendar
his
seat.
He
resumed
'er."
thln'—o'
was
tuckcompletely
despair, that he
again, and his brain seemed numb
ered out.
"There's no hope, I suppose?"
Presently ha
with disappointment.
With a sigh be surrendered to the
The elder waterman shook his head.
toppled limply over on the cushions
fiesb's frailty. An early cabby, cruis- "'Carn't sye.
Might be round—nex'
and fell fast asleep.
passln' I'urfleet.
ing up from Canuou street station on bend
might be
Rattling and swaying, the train left
the off chance of finding some one l'oint Is—me an* young Wilyum 'ere
the town behind.
astir In the city aside from the doves —carn't do no more'n we 'as. We be
Presently he put aside his pli>e and
and sparrows, suffered the surprise of wore out."
stared blankly out at a reeling landdiscouao
his life when Klrkwood halted him
"Yes," Kirkwood assented,
scape, the pleasant, homely, smiling
"Jump in. sir." he told Klrkwood late. "You've certainly earned your
countryside of Kent. A deeper melcheerfully as soon as he bad assimilat- pay." Then hope revived. He was
ancholy tinted his mind-Dorothy Cal"I knows very young In heart, you know. "Can't
ed the latter's demands.
endar was forever lost to him. Presto
I've
all
got
it
Leave
wotcher
wants.
something?
precisely
you suggest
ently he toppled limply over on the
catch that ship!"
to me."
cushions and fell fast asleep.
In
slow
bead
his
Rob
Old
wagged
The admonition was ail but super
his.
lifted
fluous. Klrkwood was unable for the legation; young William
[το ue continued.)
"There's a rylewye runs by Wooltime being to do aught else than re
ventured. "Yer might tyke
he
wich,"
liis
Into
another's
fafe
guidance.
sign
Yer'd
A Human Hiss Cowed the Lion.
Once in the cab he slipped Insensibly tryne an' go to Sheerness, sir.
At CaiH? Ti'A'D a lion tamer was jrohito a nap and slept soundly on, as
Ing through η performance In a cage
reckless of the cab's swift pace and
with a full growu liou lately caught
continuous bouncing as of the sunlight
"Scotland. Yard," he told htr bluntly.
Suddenly It was seen that tbe brute
glaring full In his tired young face.
was nutting tbe trainer through bis
He may have slept twenty minutes.
rather than being put through
Ing that be was determined not by aay He awoke faint with
paces
tindrowsiness,
means to be won to her cause, sbe
itself.
Softly, crouching and creepfrom bead to toe from fatigue
gling
gave him her hand, with a commoning. the big cat edged itself between
and In distress of a queer qualm in
place wish that he might find bis af- the
the thoroughly unnerved man and the
pit of bis stomach, to find the hanfairs In better order than seemed probdoor of the den, Using Its victim with
som at rest and the driver on the step,
able, and rang for Eccles.
two rolling yellow orbs of darning
■baking his fare with kindly determiThe butler showed him out
and sawing tbe empty air with
ferocity
lie
assented
nation.
"Oh. a' right."
"Well," appreciated Mr. KIrkwood,
tall as it crouched preparaits
tufted
and by sheer force of will
with gusto, "she's got Ananias and surlily
tory to springing. Many men among
climb out to the side
made
himself
Bapphlra talked to a standstill, all
the audience, used to the ways of wild
where, having rubbed his eyes,
beasts, saw and comprehended, hut
right!" He ruminated over this for a walk,
dis
and
stretched
yawned
enormously
moment. "Calendnr can lie some, too,
only one man possessed tbe knowledge
east
end.
of
the
fare
In
the
but hardly with her picturesque touch. courteously
and tbe presence t.f mind to avert the
hunwas once more himself and a
A1J he
Uncommon Ingenious, 1 call it.
Inevitable, i'urslng up his
apparently
dred times refreshed Into the barg:'.in.
the same, there were only about a
as though be were going to whislips
he counted 3 shillings into
dozen bits of tiling that didn't fit Into Contentedly
tle. he emitted η hoarse, low. raspthe cabby's palm, the fare named beher mosaic a little bit. I think they're
ing hiss. The beast heard and underand
si».
one
all tarred with the same stick—all but ing
stood. for the sound was au exact im"The shilling over and above the
there's
something
itation of the noise made by the giant
the
And
girl.
Is for finding me the waterman
constrictor when its huge body Is
afoot a long sight more devilish and tip
ηnd boat," he stipulated.
colled for the throw that never misses,
crafty than that shilling shocker of
"Itlght-o! You'll mind the 'orse a
that never relaxes and that no beast
madam's.
Dorothy Calendar's got minute, sir?"
of the tield is strong enough to withabout as much active part In It as I
touched
Klrkwood nodded. The man
stand. Again and yet again the rauI'm only from California, but
have.
his hat and disappeared Inexplicably
cous sound rasped the stillness, and
they've got to show me before I'll beKlrkwood. needlessly attaching himthe angry brute drew back its head, its
Those Inlieve a word against ber.
self to the reins near the animal's
great eyes grew small and dull, the
fernal scoundrels! Somebody's got to
head, pried Ills sense of observation
hackles rose and stiffened on its hac k,
!>e on the girl's side, and I seem to
open and became alive to the fact that
ami It cowered, whining, on the tloor
straw.
Good
have drawn the lucky
as
of
London
he stood in a quarter
of the cage.
Is It possible for a grown
heavens!
strange to him as had been Bermond
man to fall heels over head In love In
wall.
She Was the Champion.
1 don't believe It. sey
two short hours?
Old Doliy,anted, "Daum't—μχ·—natïthln'.
το tins ciay lie cannot pur h name
A colored woman of generous proAnd
It's Just Interest—nothln«r more
didn't
if
she
surmises that it was Wup
'er
He
o'
to It.
be
passln'
positive
portions was on the witness stand,
I'll hare to have a change of clothe*
Ills cabby |>opped hurriedly
ping.
Kyle afore 'Igh tide. 'Ire n lx>nt at and she made such a good witness for
before I can do anything further."
er."
for
look
an'
out
out of the entrance to a tenement, a
an'
Shcemess
put
the plaintiff that the attorney for the
He struck across town as directly
dull visuged, broad shouldered water'•How far's Woolwich?" Ivlrkwood defense
planned to throw "cold water"
as might be for St Paneras station.
man ambling more slowly after.
demanded instantly.
on what she said by finding fault with
It would undoubtedly be a long walk,
"Mile," said the elder mini. "Tyke her character.
"Nevvy of mine, sir." announced the
but cabs were prohibited by his straitcabby, "and a fust ryte waterman. ycr for live boh extry."
"I*et me see -you have been arrestened means, and the buses were all
"I »oue!"
Knows the river like a book, he do."
ed. haven't you?" the attorney asked
abed and wouldn't be astir for hours.
the
sweat
dashed
William
The nephew touched his forelock
Young
In cross examination.
He strode along rapidly, finding his
from Ids eyes, wlp<d his palms on hi
sheepishly.
"Now. look a-heah," said tbe witway more through intuition than by
to
the
"Thank you," said Klrkwood, and. lii|>s and titled the sweeps again
ness. getting angry, "do you think I'm
observation or familiarity with Louas
ready
turning to the man, "Your boat?" he woiHlen tholes. Old Bob was
goln' to tell you all my private busiion's geography—Indeed, was scarce
With an Inarticulate cry they gavf
asked, with the brevity of weariness.
ness ? I guess not."
aware of his surroundings, for bis
"Tills wye, sir."
way.
"I have the right to know, and y.>u
brain was big with fine Imagery, rapt
heels
Klrkwood'threadAt Ills guide's
must tell me." the lawyer |>er*i 'd.
In a glowing dream of knight errantry
XIV.
CHAPTER
then
descended
ed the crowd and
and tbe judge Instructed tbe witness
and chlvalrlc deeds.
HE < ld boatman seemed Inclined
to a floating stage to which a heavy
that she would have to answer.
tin
when
< ptlmlsui
tiward
In the latter a
rowboat lay moored.
"I's 'rested for lickln' my husbaif."
beat lay alongside η landin
second waterman was seated, baUJnK
she said, her eyes hashing.
CHAPTER XIII.
stage nt Woolwich and Kirk
out bilge with a rusty can.
"That so?" said the attorney, with
"
wasted little time.
'Ere we are, sir," said the cabman'? wood h id la inhered ashore.
great satisfaction. "What is your husHe had not much to waste nephew, pausing at the head of the
"Yer'll mebbe myke It." the water
band's name?" She told him. "What
were be to do that upon whose steps.
man told him, with η we.Tt her wise tar
"Now. Where's It to be?"
is his bueiuess?"
It
heart
freshenln"
bis
"Wind's
set
had
skies.
that
the
he
of
The American explained tersely
doing
vey
"He's a prizelightah." she said, and
In'et
the
lose
'old
that'll
to
an'
have
from the east'rds.
he had a message to deliver to a
Irked him sore to
the cross examination abruptly ended
cerfriend who had shipped al>oard a vessel hack a bit, sir."
valuable moments demauded by
amid general merriment—Indianapolis
"Arsk th' wye to tb' Dorkyard sty·
tain Imperative arrangements, but bis known as the Alethea, scheduled to
News.
haste was such that all was consum- sal) at flood tide, further than which ehun," young William volunteered
I
sir.
shortest
walk.
'ope?
hour.
"'Tie
tb'
an
averred
within
mated
naught.
deponent
Going Some.
The waterman scratched his head. yer catches 'er. Thanky. sir,"
Within the period of a single hour,
"Yes. sir." said old man Braggard,
at
the
sovereign
his
He caught dexterously
luggage
"A 'ard job. sir. Not knowln' wot kind
then, he had ransomed
"us soon as I see them birds I went
St. Paneras, caused It to be loaded of a boat she are mykee it 'arder." He which Klrkwood. In ungrudging liber Into the house and took down tbe old
of
two
store
allty, spared them of his
upon a four wheeler and transferred waited hopefully,.
blunderbuss and pegged at 'em, and,
"Ten shillings," volunteered Klrk- The American nodded acknowledg
to a neighboring hotel of evil flavor,
by gorry. 1 brought down thutty birds
but moderate tariff, where he engaged wood promptly—"10 shillings if you ments and adieus, with a faded smile to one shot. Can
ye beat that?"
deprecating his chances of winning the
a room for a week, ordered an Imme- get me aboard her before she weighs
"Va-as," drawled Uncle SI Peavey.
diate breakfast nnd retired with his anchor, 15 if I keep you out more race, gorely handicapped as he was
In hb "You know Bill Wiggins' frog pood?"
belongings to his room. He had shav- than an hour and still you put me ne was very, very tired and
"Yes," said old man Braggard.
full
a
would
he
that
selecting
we'll
make
other
bis
clothes,
heart
After that
aboard.
suspected
ed and changed
"What of It?"
be
least
at
stout
would
he
did
tweeds,
If
he
But
terms."
serviceable suit of heavy
"Waal, I went down there tbe other
The man promptly turned his back able to comfort himself that it was
shoes, a fore nnd aft cap and a neglinigbt after sundown to shoot a couple
set
bis
at
He
calculated
of
If
lack
for
"'Arf
a
not
sbade,
a
trying
his
mate.
to bail
deep
quid. Bob,
gee shirt of
deter- of bullfrogs with my old shotgun."
least to seem clean for a long time. we puts this gent aboard a weseel teeth on that covenant In grim
said Uncle SI. "There was G.OOO of
and
bacon
Klther there was a strain
mination.
name o' Allytheer afore she syles al
Finally he had devoured his
'em settled on them there lily pads,
and burn- turn o' tide."
of the bulldog latent in the Klrkwood
egge, gulped down bis coffee
and 1 Just lifted that there gun to my
In the boat the man with the bailing breed or else his Infatuation gripped
ed his mouth and, armed with a stout
shoulder and let her go."
stick, set off hotfoot In the still dim can turned up an impassive counte- him more strongly than he guessed.
"S'pose you did," said old man Brag
of Its
he
something
the
clinched
Yet
He
down."
of
suspected
nance
"Coom
day.
early
glimmering
"How does that alTect my bird
had
was alto- gard.
this
that
knew
cash
the
He
his
about
time
capital
and
set
this
shipping
power.
bargain
By
that story?"
Sd
and
10s.
£2
of
Insane
an
sum
the
to
proceeding
dwindled
gether
sweeps.
"Beats It all holler," retorted Uncle
Hows
swinging downstream, the the lure that led him on was Dorothy
and would have been much less bad
"The minute my gun went off
advance.
Calendar. A strange, dull light glowed SI.
boat shot out from the shore.
he paid for bis lodging in
them bull derned Γ>.000 bullfrogs croak"How's the tide?" demanded Klrk- In his weary eyes on the thought of
At King's Cross station on the un
x»r's Weekly.
her. Hr'd go through fire and water ed."— Ha π
derground an acute disappointment wood. his impatiente growing.
he
likewise
In her service. She was costing him
There
"On th' tarn, sir," he was told.
him.
awaited
A
A Water Experiment.
For a long moment broadside to the dear, perhaps was to cost him dearer
learned something about London.
that current, the boat responded to the still, and perhaps there'd be for libTake three bowls and stand them In
sympathetic bobby Informed him
guerdon no more than a "Thank you a row. In the bowl at one end put wano trains would be running until after sturdy pulling of the port sweeps. Anof the pas
ter as hot as your band can bear, in
C:30 and that, fuithermore, no busep other moment and it was In full Mr. Klrkwood!" at the end
swing, the watermen bending lustily sage. But that would be 110 less than the one at the other end put lee water
would begin to ply until half after 7.
Ship after ship was bis deserts. He was not to forget that and in the middle bowl lukewarm wa"It's tramp It or fab It, then," mused to. their task.
ter. Now hold your right band in the
the young mnn mournfully, his long- passed, and In keen anxiety lest he ho was Interfering unwarrantably
in her father's hands
hot water and your left hand lu tbe
ing gaze seeLIng s nearby cab rank. should overlook the right one Klrk- Tlie girl was
han- wood searched their bows and sterna surely safe enough there—to the cas
cold, say, for a minute or more; theu
Just then occupied by a solitary
box. for names, which in more than one ual mind.
If her partnership In her suddenly place both bands In the lukesom, driver somnolent on the
parent's fortunes» were distasteful she warm water and notice the effect. If
"Otficer"—be again addressed the po- case proved hardly legible.
The Alethea was not of their num- endured It passively, without com
the one tested Is blindfolded a good
liceman, mindful of the English axplaint.
deal of amusement will follow.
iom, "When la doabt ask a bobby"- ber.
He decided that It was bis duty t<
In the course of some ten minutée
"officer. when's high tide this mornremind himself from time to time
drove
the
boat
watermen
the
sharply'
Indiana Are Fewer.
ing?"
Interest must be in tb»
The bobby produced a well worn inshore, bringing her up alongside an- that his main
At the present time there are only
rid
of
the
Folntlon
In
Itself.
the
massive
other floating "stage, in the shadow of game
(10.000 full blooded Indians lu America.
pocket almanac, moistened a
lie mus'
another tenement, both so like tboee die. Whatever should befall
thumb and rippled the pages.
Tbe death rate among them lias been
his
for
rew.r.d
fcr
iiu
look
gratultou
"London bridge, 'lgh tide twenty from which they bad embarked that
lit the past /ew years, belug
Inderd. hi growing
and relf appointed part.
minutes arfter β, air," be announced, Klrkwood would have been anable to
much greater than tbe birth rate.
was nil but successful In p?t~juadl:ig
wita a glow of satisfaction wholly distinguish one fro» another
—

"Beyond that? I presume I must
lell you. though I confess 1 m
He hesitated, weighing candoubt"
dor In the balance with discretion.

"les, perievujr.

Bargains

Dr. King's
New Discovery
for C8^8 jSSt,

ceptlve.

"Colonel Burgoyne died, leaving his
estates to my son, some time ago.

CHAXDLER,

LUNGS

prob^

'ward

Planing, Sawing

KILLthe couch

found himself tit unce out of hie chair
and Ills dream, bowing.
"Mrs Hallam."
The woman nodded and smiled graciously. "Eccles has attended to your
needs. 1 hope? Please don't stop smoking." She sank Into an armchair on
the other side of the hearth and.
ably by accident, out of the radius or
Illumination from the lamp, sitting
sldewlse. one knee above the other, her
white arms Immaculate against #the
somber background of crimson.
She was very handsome, Indeed, Just
then, though a keener light might have
proved less flattering.
"Now. Mr. Klrkwood?" ehe opened
briskly, with a second intimate and
friendly nod. and paueed. her pose re

dent, obtained a situation as private
secretary in the household of the late
Colonel Burgoyne of The Cliffs, Corn
wall. You follow me?"
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ESTABLISHED ISS.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

West Paris.
The annual aale sod chicken pie «upHe <9*fotd Semocvat,
per held lMt Wednesday by the UniISSUED TUESDAYS.
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL veraalist Good Will Society was s great
success.
In the parlor the booth for
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
fancy article· was prettily decorated
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, NOV. 23,1909.
with heliotrope and white and bore the
inscription "Welcome" in silver letters.
Purls Hill.
Mrs. Lena Farnam had a Lsrkin booth,
AX WOOD A
FORBES, I torΠγΛ Baptist Church, Bev. β. W. f-Hl11·!»·*·
which was decorated with green and
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 a. m.
white. Tables for dolls, aprons, handEditer· tad Proprietor·.
Sunday School at 12· Sabbath
e,T®nl°«
« kerchiefs and home made candy were
I at 7 3». Prayer Meeting
βΙΟΜΙ M. ATWOOD.
Α. X. ΓΟΚΒΜ.
Thur^y evening ^

J

I

17:30.

Γεκμ·
$1 jo a year If paid strictly In advance
Otherwise 13.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent·

I
I

I

Covenant Meeting
the let Sunday of the month at 2 Λ0 *· *· AU
not otherwise connected axe cordially Invited.

Miss May Bennett returned last week
ÀDVKRTiSiMMTe :
All legal advertisement! from λ visit to Massachusetts and New
are given three connective Insertion· for $1··* II
γ
ork
per inch In length of column. Special contract*
James L. Chase and family have motmade with local, transient and yearly advertte
era.
into Mrs. F. A. Tufte' house for the
Job Ρ rutting —New type, fast presse», electrl*
winter and closed their home during t e
power, experienced workmen and low price
combine to make this department of our bnsl
to the death of Miss Alice Hamίο·· complete and popular.
mond the supper and entertainment advertised for last Friday evening at CumIUWLE COPIES.
in ings Hall was indefinitely postponed.
Single Copies of the Democrat are four centi
The Maine Commandery of the Loyal
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price bj
the publishers or for the convenience of patroni
*
Legion has had cbmpiled and
jingle copies of each Issue have been place·! or full account of the Hannibal Ham in mesale at the following places In the County
morial exercises that occurred in this
South Paris,
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
Is
village on Aug. 27th. The
Norway,
Noyés' Drug Store.
Stone's Drug Store.
nicely gotten up and contains besides
Λ lfred Cole, Postmaster.
Buckfleld.
the speeches and poem, excellen ρ
Parts BUI,
Mrs. Harlow. Post Office.
tures of Hannibal Hamlin, the Hamlin
West Paris,
Samuel T. White.
birthplace, the memorial boulder, and
of each of the speakers,
Coming Events.
Gen. J. L. Chamberlain, Gov. Fernald,
Nov 27-30—Laymen's Missionary Convention, Ex-Secretary Long, Senator Hale, Hon.
Portland.
S. Hamlin and Rev. Dr. Henry P.
Annual meeting of Oxford Pomona
Dec.
Forbes.
Through the generosity of
Grange, South Parle.
Gen Charles Hamlin of Bangor a free
Jan *, 5,6.—Exhibition of Western Maine Poul
copy has been placed at the disposal of
try Association, South Paris.
th. lowl committed.
«b
NEW AOYERT1SBMKNTS.
Gen. Hamlin having sent
George M.
\t wood a sufficient number for this purOuting Flannel Night Robe?
committees
Members of the local
pose.
Down'
can obtain the copy due them by applyIf Every Optlcltn.
I idie to Mr. Atwood.
White Fur Robe* for the Baby.
The Man Who Drives the Plow.
Miss Alice K. Hammond died on WedFine Stock of Thanksgiving Goods.
nesday after a long illness, at the, age of
Nearly Time to Think of Holiday Goods.
Advice to Women.
Γ>5 years. She had been afflicted with
A Pleasant Way to Cure Catarrh.
cancer on the face, and had been shut in
Notice of Bankruptcy.
for over three years and suffered "evere*
Wanted.
Wanted.
Nevertheless she continued to take
Sheriff's Sale.
seme part in the activities of life up to
Shur on Eyeglasses.
the last, ners has been a life of »seful".
Horses for Sale.
nes*.
She was the daughter of the late
Bankrupt'» Petition for Discharge.
McC lure's Macaalne.
Ι Η Ε Hammond, for so long the court
Free.
crier, and her home was always on the
Probate Notices.
old farm where she was born. Although
Api<olntment of Administrator.
Notice of Bankruptcy.
an injurv to the spine in infancy left
Allen's Lung Balsam.
permanent effects, they did not interfere
No Backache or Kidney Pains
When Rubbers Become Necessary.
with her activity or her cheerful spirit.
Parker's Hair Balsam.
For many years she engaged in teaching
with success, but had not taught for
THANKSGIVING.
some time.
She had long been a member of the Paris Hill Baptist church, and
PROCLAMATION BY PRESIDENT ΤΑΚΤ.
I was one of the most active in all departThe season of the year has returned w en in ments of church work.
She leaves a
accordance with the reverent custom established
by our forefathers, the people of she United mother, one brother, lion. Henry D.
States are wont to meet in their u*ual places of H iromond, county commissioner, and
worshtp on a day of Thanksgiving, appointed by two sisters, Mrs J. A. Kimball of Bo«the civil magistrate, to return thanks to Go I for
Shorey of Portland.
the great mercies and benefits which they have ton and Mrs. F. Ε
I The funeral Friday afternoon was atenjoyed.
During the past year we have been hlghlv
Rev.
G.
W, F. Hill·.
by
blessed. No calamities, or floods, or temp it ts of
epidemic sickness have befallen us. We have
Locke's Mille.
lived in quietness undisturbed by wars or
Peace and the plenty of bounrumors of wars.
The sad news reached here Tuesday
teous crops and of great Industrial pro luctlon
that Lewis Bryant had died at his
animate a cheerful and resolute ;>eople to all the
renewed energies of beneficent Industry and home in Foxcroft.
The end came unIt 1· altogether
material and moral progress.
as he was thought to be on the
Uttlng that we should humbly and gratefully ac- expectedly
gain from a severe attack of pneumonia.
knowledge the divine source of these blessings.
Therefore, 1 hereby appoint Thursday, the I Mr Bryant was a former resident of this
twenty.ûfth day of November a-< a day of general pi «ce, and a man highly respected by all.
thanksgiving, a'nd I call upon the people on that
Rev C L Banghart was in town Tues«lay. laying aside their usual vocations, to repair
to their churches and unite In appropriate servi- day making calls, and took dinner at L.
ces of praise and thanks to Almighty God.
»c Tfjsk's,
Mrs. Lizzie Demond is keeping house
—
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GOVERNOR FEKNALU'S PROCLAMATION.
Following a custom which ha I Its origin in
New England and In conformity to the proclamation of the President, 1, Bert M. Ferna'd,
Governor of tneState of Maine, hereby designate
Thursday. November twenty llfth. Instant.
I>av.
Thanksgiving let
all unnecesnary labor be susOn this day
pended, and, gathering In our homes aud In our
accustomed places of worship, let us give thanks
to God for the b'.eselngs of health; for peace and
prosperity as a state ami as a nation; for bountiLet us
ful harvests and the blessings of liberty
not forget the needy or the afflicted, but by our
alms or ministrations give them especial cause
for thanksgiving. Thus will the day be made to
conform to the purpose for which It' was originally et apart by our forefathers.

I ^Irs^HerbertLlttlefield's spent Thursday

artistically arranged

and each had a very
good patronage. The Junior Christian
Union had a mystery box in. the dining
ball where the yonng people paid five
cents and got a mysterious bundle which
gave much merriment. A large number
partook of the excellent chicken pie
supper and remained to the entertainment. Much credit is due the committee consisting of Miss Delia Lane,
Mrs. Lutber Irish, Mrs. H. H. Wardwell,
Mrs. Charles Batel and Miss Nellie Marshall for the evening's entertainment
consisting of trombone solo by Mr. L.
M. Irish, duet, Mrs. Jennie Bates and
Miss Annie Stoehr, and a farce, "The
Old Maids' Convention," with specialties
by Mrs. Leona Ridlon, Mrs. Phila Davis,
Miss Alice Barden, Miss Madge Tuell,
Mrs. Bates and Miss Stoehr. Every part
in the farce was taken especially well
and everybody enjoyed a good laugh.
About $125.00 was cleared, to which
about $20 is to be added when the goods
from Larkin's Soap Co., which were de-

layed,

are

received.

Remember the poverty sociable at
Good Will Hall Tuesday evening, Nov.
23d. Hot coffee and doughnuts, also
popcorn will be on sale. Admission five
cents and fines for jewelry and those not
in costume.
Mr. J. F. Bolster of _Jîorway was in
fown last week and erected upon the
family lot of Mr. H. R. Tuell and Mrs.
Jacob Curtis a handsome Quincy and
Rutland granite monument.
Mrs. Lee Rowe and Mrs. Mark Allen
and son Mason of Bryant's Pond were
guests of Mrs. L. M. Mann last Wednesday. They also attended the sale at
Good Will Hall..
Mrs. Mae Hadley of Marblehead.
Mass., is visiting Mrs. Luther Irish and
Mrs. Herman Wardwell.
Mrs. G. L. Curtis of Norway visited
friends here last week.
D. H. Fifield and A. L. Bacon went to
Bryant's Pond last Thursday to attend
the funeral of Mr. Abel Bacon.
Miss J. M. Brown is spending a few
days with friends at Sonth Paris.
The Ladies' Social Circle will hold
their annual sale Wednesday afternoon
and evening, Dec. 1st. They will have
in connection with the sale a calendar
supper. In the evening an entertainment consisting of readings and music.
The little children will have a doll drill.
Mrs. Wynlfred Staples Smith of Carthage, who is a professional soprano singFoler, is to be here for the occasion.
lowing are the committees:
Ex. Committee-Mr*. L. F. Willie, Mrs. R. T.
FWvln, Mrs. Georgia Estes.
Foot! Committee—Mre. Willie, Mre. Annie
Willie, Mre. E. L. Porter, Mre. Georgia Eetee,
Mre. W. O. Bryant, Mrs. Harry Johnson, Mrs.
W. W. Dunham, Mrs. Elmer Hammond.
Food Table Decorations :
Spring—Mre. S. T. White, Lettle, Mrs.
Chae. Marshal.
Summer—Mrs. W. W. Dunham.
Autumn—Mrs. G. A. Smith, Mrs. A. L.
Bowker
Winter—Mrs. A.D. Coburn, Mre. A. E.
Marshall.
Hull Decorations—Mrs. White. Mrs. Coburn.
Mr. an'l Mre. Ε. B. et'tson, Ella Berry, Fred
Berry, Mrs. I. L. Bowker, Henry Ree<l, R. T.
Flavin an<l eon.
Sale Tables :
Apron—Mr«. Roecoe Tuell, Mrs. J. H.
Dunham, Mrs. Adney Tuell, Mrs. Porter. Mre. Cobb.
Candy—Mrs. G. A. Smith, Mre. D. O. Hill,
Mrs. A. L·. Bowker.
Novelty—Ella Berry, Mrs. C. G. Morton,
Mrs. W H. Emerv.
Fancy Work—Mre. W. E. Cole, Mrs. Q. A.
Dav, Mrs. M. M. Rverson.
Pop Corn—Arthur Flavin, Wright Flavin.
Reception Committee—Miss Dana, Rev. L. W.
Raymond. Mrs. R. Tu ill, Mre. F L. Wyman.Mrs.
Kntertïlnment—Mre. Morton, Mre. Estes,
Whltî, Mrs. Stetson, Miss Raymond, Mrs. Flavin.
Larkln Boot!»— Mrs. A. D. Coburn.

Crooker
Mrs. Clint
Mr. Willard Cobb and wife of \Vest
I Paris were the guests of Mrs. Lola iosI ter one day last week.
The school entertainment Friday eveninsr. Nov. 12, was a success, over twenty
I dollars being taken at the door. The
children were perfect in all their
The teachers. Miss I/.ttlehale and Miss
Vndrews, are to be congratulated, and
Mrs. C. E. Stowell is deserving of praise
I for plaving the organ and helping drill
Greenwood.
the children.
The school will open
Here snd There.
Some think we are having our Indian
a^ain after a two weeks' vacation.
I Walter Swift is at work in the spool summer, and they have reason for thinking so. When wo see men chopping in
Mies Margaret Illington, so called, mill.
ι»
ο**λπ
.wrs. υιΐίίπιο
very ■ ai wmi the woods bare headed and in iheir shirt
was married in Reno, Nev.,
the other
Her mother is caring for sleeves the middle of November, it inday,ju*t four days after being divorced pneumonia.
dicates warm weather for that time of
from Daniel Frohman, the theatrical her.
Miss Celi ν Es'es of Waltham, Mass., is the year, and that is just what happened
manager. With all Maine's bad record
last week. A little cooler at present,
at Howard Maxim's.
in the divorce business, we can at least visiting
Allie Cushman has moved his family but no ice nor frost to remind us of winpoint with pride to the fact that such a into the Althea Ilobinson house
at ter.
thing wouldn't have been possible in
Last Monday was calm and still until
this state. In Maine she would have W ilker's Mills.
is
of
the
Trask
some
aboQt the middle of the afternoon, when
1,. C.
having
had to wait at least five days.
pines cut in the grove near his buildings. there came the greatest whirlwind seen
Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Millett of South and heard for many years. The wind
Paris were called here Nov. 13 to attend roared in the forest, producing noise like
It's amusing to see Democratic papers
the rushing of many waters, while the
Mrs. Geo. W. Day's funeral.
booming Roosevelt for 1912. But they'll
Mrs. Geo. W. Day died at her home on leaves and dust rose high in the air, and
forget it.
But soon all
the Gore in Woodstock.Nov. 11th, with fluw in every direction
was
less was calm again and there was nothing
sick
She
pneumonia.
encitizens
of
were
such
a
The
Caribou
much
than a week. She married Mr. Day in left to indicate that
phenomenon
raged the other day when a hunter shot Boston and came here to live when they had just transpired.
The fawn was captured were quite young on the farm where Mr.
a pet fawn.
Deer hunting has rather improved of
and taken home during the forest tires Day's father had lived. She was the late; Saturday morning our Nimrod
last summer by a mill employe, and had mother of Rix children, five of whom are brought in a fine spike horn buck and
become a great pet. The funny part of living, one boy being drowned several presented the head to Robert Morgan to
It is that the one who has violated the years ago.
She was a well-meaning, set up, since he is getting to be a sort of
law is not the man who shot the fawn kind hearted woman, devoted to her amateur taxidermist.
but the man who took him home.
Prank Morgan is still packing apples
home and family and seldom cared to
The near by, and came home the other night
leave home to visit her friends.
to
find a mink in one of his traps and a
husband and children have the sympathy
Alabama has lost a big revenue by of all in their bereavement
Funeral was coon in another, the skins of the two
adopting prohibition, they say. Certain- at the house Saturday when Rev. J. II. animals said to be worth nine dollars;
ly. When an individual goes out of the Little spoke words of comfort to the sor- to say nothing of the coon's meat, which
rum business he loses revenue.
rowing friends. The fiowers were beau- was well fatted for the winter.
His brother, Henry P. Morgan, is at
tiful. A pillow from the children ; 55
It appears that the sugar trust has pinks from the neighbors; a bouquet of work for Charles A. Dunham, West
been defrauding the government by false calla lilies from a neighbor, besides a Bethel, cutting spool timber.
The Ring Brothers have just finished
weights on its imports of sugar, paying lovely basket of flowers with pinks,
the Greenville Whitman
freight on one weight and duty to the rosebuds and cut flowers from frieuds thrashing on closee
that kind of work
Intermeut was at place, which
government on a less weight, so that the at Bryant's Pond.
is a Pinn family livfall.
There
for
the
Mills.
stealings from the government amount Locke's
ing on the Whitman place at present,
in all to some millions of dollars. There
Hiram.
whose name we have not learned, and
are likely to be unpleasant consequences
On Friday, Mr. Eli C. Wadswortb, shouldn't know how to spell it anyway.
for some before the end of the affair is
Thursday r. u. Growing colder, and
reached, and the sugar trust will not be Strout agent, sold the farm of Mr. Arthur
liked any the more by the people, from Wads worth to Mrs. flattie A. Derby, of to all appearance our Indian summer is
about ended.
whose pockets it has drawn the revenue Revere. Mass.
Mr. Charles Putnam, a brother of Mrs.
to make a few men enormously rich.
Lovell.
Edward L. Allen, died suddenly of heart
The remains of Mr. Josiah P. Cobb,
disease.
But the course of the reasoning which
who formerly lived in this town, were
a
Born, in East Hiram, Nov. IS,
finds that the protective tariff is the
daughter to the wife of Mr. Charles brought to the Center Wednesday for
producer of these frauds, as some are Glines.
burial. His death occurred at Berlin.
shouting, in not clear. Of course, if
On Friday, Llewellyn A. Wadswortb N. H while on a visit to his son, Dr. J.
be
no
there were no tariff, there would
and Judge A. H. Walker were at East J. Cobb. His age was 82 years.
tariff frauds. Âlso, if the government Hiram on
At the meeting of Snncook Grange
legal business.
had no money, nobody could steal the
James D. Wilder, who has been with Priday evening a baked bean supper was
the
Therefore,
government's money.
the Dynamite Co. at Smith's Mills some served by the men of the Grange. Musiway to prevent fraud on the government months, has returned to Hiram.
cal selections were given by an orchestra
i· to tind a government which it costs
Irving Mabry, M. D., has located at of three pieces. Miss Alice Eastman,
nothing to run.
Hiram in the Wm. E. Sargent house violin; James Plummer, cornet; Mrs.
with good recommendations and a good Bessie Stearns, organ. There was a
large number present.
In the United States court at Washing- prospect of success.
Winchester W. Pike has returned to
Ralph Charles and wife are living at
ton last week, a sheriff was sent to jail
for contempt of court, because he made Hebron Academy. Hie sister Minnie is the home of C. K. Chapman for the winter, and he is boarding with them. Mr.
no endeavor to protect a Negro, under at Xorthwood, Mass.
Charles is working for Ν. T. Pox.
the jurisdiction of that court, who wa«
George Smith and Elmer Andrews
East Sumner.
taken from the jail by a mob and
have taken the job of drawing the timlynched. The incident is referred to by
The "School Improvement League"
ber on the Irish place for True, Walker
some of the papers as bearing upon the
gave a supper and social at the Congre- & Heald.
"racequestion.'1 The race question has gational vestry on Friday evening.
Charles Chandler is to draw a lot of
nothing to do with it. The only quesOn Sunday Rev. S. C. Eaton gave an
pine timber for S. P. Heald, standing
tion witn which the court had to do was
for
sermon
Thanksgiving. near the old Manson place, to Kezar
appropriate
whether the sheriff failed of his duty in Long,
dry sermons on Thanksgiving Day
protecting his prisoner. The court was are the things of the past in country River.
not concerned with the race or color of churches.
Albany.
the prisoner.
The Congregational ladies are making
W. A. Bragg, the Grand Union tea
an effort to have water brought into the
man, was in town last week.
Artificial rubies are now being made vestry.
Mrs. Belle Poster and little Dorothy
Our thanks are due Ezra Keene and
in Paris, it ia said, identical with the
Geo. Barrows for splendid specimens of Blennerhaseett, who have been visiting
natural ruby of the mine in glowing
at S. G. Bean's, returned to their home
of many varieties.
beauty of color, hardness, durability and apples
R. G. Stephens has over 100 tons of in Lowell, Mass., the 10th.
chemical composition, so that pawnThe Grangers are to have another
stuck foods in his mill store, and has
brokers now refuse to advance money on
added a line of groceries to his stock of dance at the Town House the 27th.
to
disunable
rubies because they are
Thomas Poole has a job at the Paris
goods. He has about everything needed
tinguish the real from the artificial. by farmers' families.
Manufacturing Co.'s camps in GreenBut the question arises, if in fact the
wood.
artificial are identical in all respects
Pred Murphy, who has been ill, is able
North Waterford.
with the natural, why is there any
to sit up agaio.
Mrs. Harry Brown still remains quite
necessity for distinguishing them?
sick. She has been confined to her bed
Stow.
about five weeks.
The recent deals which put the control
0. R. Barrows is gaining quite fast.
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Brown are stopof the Boston and Maine and Maine Cenat John McAllister's. Mr. Brown Mrs. Charles Barker visited him Nov.
tral railroad systems into the hands of ping
17tb.
is going to cut timber in the woods.
the New York, New Haven and Hartford,
Almon Emerson will go to Medford,
Edith Knight has just made a short
bad their culmination in the stockholdMass., to spend Thanksgiving and return
visit at her borne here.
ers' meetings last week, and J. P. MorMrs. Fred Hazelton recently visited with his wife whe has been to the
gan is now a director of both the Boston her daughter, Mrs. Don Smith, av. Nor- honpital.
and Maine anc' the Maine Central. It is
Miss Olive Eaton is stopping with her
also frienc s at Oxford and Pana.
hinted that this means extensive plans way,
Cora Scribner is at Irvin Green's at aunt, Mrs. M. E. Clay, for a short time.
of improvement on both roads, though
W.
H. Parrington has moved bis
work again.
what those plans are la not stated.
Irvin Green'· horse ran away again family back in theirold home.
Some very fine weather we have been
Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Green and Cora
Scribner were thrown out. Mra. Green having for the time of year.
The Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey, hurt her arm so she is
obliged to carry
the original if not the greatest of the it in a
Brownfield.
sling.
an
is
trusts,
illegal
pronounced
great
Mrs. M. J. Ingalls of Denmark ia visitcombination and ordered dissolved by
Eaat Waterford.
ing at J. L. Frink's.
the United States Circuit Court in
The ladies of the Univeraaliat church
J. E. Mclntire is spending the week in
Missouri. The case of course will be
are putting down the carpet that was
appealed to the United States Supreme Boston and vicinity.
Miss Agnes Piokham is with Mr·. B. donated to the obnrcb.
Court. That is one of the most interthe
Mr. Will Bennett has*
eating items of the news of the past G Mclntire for a time.had several extra farm formerly owned bj purchased
the late Mary
L. E. Mclntire has
week. It may also be one of the most
P. Wentworth.
important. It may mark an epoch in men and teams plowing and getting off
Mrs. E. A. Rowe aad grandson have
And it rocks.
the fight against monopoly.
is visiting gone to Peabody, Mass., for the winter.
of
Lawiston
Hilton
likethe
more
is
Clarence
this
perhaps
may—and
Portland
A minister from South
ly—be jost about as important and have at P. H. RoWe's.
deer Monday. preached at the Congregational church
jnat aa tame a sequel as Judge Candis' ! Charles Gammon got a
C. H. Pride, wife and daughter, spent last Sunday.
sensational
twenty-nine-million-dollar
j J. L. Frink has been quite slok.
fine.
Sunday in Portland.
at

I

I

J

I

par;s^

Sunday evening by Invitation the

The East
| sented
the

Smith" place to Mr. John D. Kimball of
Hanover.
Prof. Scott Wight is In Bethel In very
poor health.Seth Walker has bis bouse wired for
electric lighting and many orders are In
from our citizens for their residences.
W. J. Wheeler placed two pianos in
Bethel last Monday, one in Mr.
Allen's home and one in Mr. William |
Lowe's home.
Mr. and Mrs. Almon T. Rowe
here, ceiled from their home in Boston
by tbe illness of Mr. Rowe'a brother.
returned from St.
Robert Bisbee
Barnabas Hospital Friday, where bel
underwent an operation for appendicitis
five weeks ago.

|

[

John]

are)
[
[

Hebron Dramatio Club prerural comedy "Willowdale"
at Nezinscot Hall Wednesday evening in
The parts of
a very creditable manner.
Lem Hackett and Miss Hazey were especially well taken.
Miss Georgia Deane returned home
Friday after spending the summer at
Old Orchard with her sister, Mies Laura,
who is still there. L. W. Faunce went
doVn and drove their team home this
week.
Mrs. Lyman Waterman and Mrs. A.
W. Pottle took a carriage ride to the
Hebron Sanatorium Tuesday to visit
Mrs. V. P. OeCoster, who is receiving
treatment at that institution.
commenced'
Miss Mabel Lamb has

The Citizen staff gave the foreman, studying voice culture with Prof. Frank
Mr. John Nelson, a pleasant birthday I of Lewiaton.
party last Tuesday evening. After a |
delicious supper provided by the hostess,
Bryant's Pond.
Mr. Nelson was presented with a very |
The village and district schools which
nice wallet and responded to the pre- closed Friday, Nov. 12, for two weeks'
sentation speech in a happy manner.
vacation, will begin again on Monday,
The Ladies' Club is busy preparing for I Nov. 29.
and
chicken
the annual Christmas sale
[ Abel Bacon, one of the oldest residents of the Whitman District, died on
pie supper to be given Dec. 9.

Town schools closed Friday for a vaca-1
tion of two weeks.
There will be a union Thanksgiving
church
service at the Univerialist
Thanksgiving morning at 10:15. Music
will be furnished by a union choir.

Program :

Organ Voluntary.
Anthem.

Rev. C. L. Banghart
Scripture,
Hymn.
Prayer,
Evangelist Adam*.
Reeponee.
Mrs. C. L. Banghart.
Solo.
Rev. Mr. Little.
Sermon,
Hymn.
W. C. Curtle.
Rev.
Benediction,
Mrs. Kellogg of New York gave a read-1
Ing at Odeon Hall Friday evening under
the auspices of the Odd^Fellows and was
lietened to by a most appreciative au-1
dience. Her selections were all of high j
order and rarely does an.audience lie'en
to a more finished elocutionist.
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Tucker of South I
Paris spent Saturday and Sunday with
Rev. J. H. Little and family at Bethel.

|

|

the night of Nov. 16. Mr. Bacon has
been in failing health as the result of a
partial shock some two years ago. He
was the eon of Benjamin Bacon of Greenwood, where he was born 84 years ago.
He married Cordelia, daughter of Levi
Berry of Paris. Soon after his marriage
he bought the Capt. Samuel Stephens
farm in Woodstock where he bas resided
nearly sixty years. Bis wife died several
years ago and two years ago his oldest
son, who lived with him on the farm
died. Since then his grandson, Ralph
Bacon, has taken charge of the farm and
has made the old home as pleasant as he
could for his grandfather. Besides this
grandson, he leaves one son, Walter
Bacon, one granddaughter, Miss Myrtle
Bacon, and one other grandson, H. AlThe funeral was held at the
ton Bacon.
Universalist church Thursday afternoon
attended by Rev. Isabelle Macduff of the
West Paris Universalist church.
Roy Keirstead has returned from bis
trip to his old home in Washington
County, and has resumed his duties as
agent at the Grand Trunk station.
Theonly observance of Thanksgiving
here will be a masquerade ball at the
opera house, which will be held the
night before.
Mrs. John Howe has been visiting her
father at Bristol, Me. Her brother, AlpheusS. Brooks of Greenwood, accompanied her.

A Met «age from a Famous Beauty
Specialist to Women Lacking

lies far

deeper

They

tban tbe

Learn how to get a prize and come and get your Rubbers of
us. We are sure you will be pleased with this new brand of
in
finds
Its
which
ayatem
expression
goods. They are perfect in style and fit Every pair is a
«allow, muddy complexion, dark-circled
new pair, and we are positive that if they are properly fit:ed
eyoa, general weakness of the system,
;ιη·Ι perhaps most plainly in the weeping
they give satisfaction.
of mucous membranes that is commonly
called catarrh.
▲II klodaof Robber· are » little higher lo price than formerly, but we aurely
In fact this whole tendency is, properly
Kemerubrr
the Maiden you will get full value for your money.
if
speaking, Catarrh. Banish this catarrh think you buy
We have this new line with leather top·, both
and the complexion will clear as if by we have all atylea and can fit you.
magic, eyes will brighten, faces become heel or no heel, 8 10-12-14 and 16 inch leg. Please do not forget that wheo you
m«y and shoulders erect. Perfect beaoty want footwear
you can find what you want and get fitted here.
goes only with perfect health, and perfect health for women can only be obtained through one certain treatment—
suffering from impure and impoverished

blood. Tbia condition is in many caiai
due to a catarrhal condition of the whole

indeed, possess such a record of longevity.
Approximately 80.000 bushels of potatoes were raised in Brunswick and Tops-

bam this year. Three years ago it was
necessary to have several carloads of potatoes brought into Brunswick in order
to supply the local demand. To-day 125
car loads could be shipped out of town
and then there would be more than
enough left to go round. Nearly 50
acres were planted in these two towns
this year, and if the plans of the farmers
are carried out the acreage next year
will be at least 800 and possibly 1000

Ε. N. SWEn SHOE CO.,

that which will cure catarrh.
Mme. Swift, New York, the famous
beauty specialist known throughout the
world and an accepted authority on all
relating thereto, states that tbe one positive and permanent relief for catarrh Is
Here is her letter:
Rexall Mucu-Tone.
"I can strongly endorse tbe claims
made fur Rexall Mucu-Tone as a cure
catarrh. Its tonic effects
for

acres.

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.
Telephone 21Β·8.

POWN!

systemic

It builds
up the
restores vitality. If women
who are tired and run down, lacking in
Rexal)
energy and vitality, will use
Mucu-Tone, they will praise as I do its
strengthening and healing qualities."
Rexall Mucu-Tone works through the
Mood, acting tbua upon the mucoua

are

Governor Fernaid bas named Sept. 12,
1910, the day of the next state election,
as the date when a vote will be taken on
the three measures passed by the legislature last winter which failed to become
laws because of the referendum. These
are the act dividing the town of York
and creating the town of Gorges; the
Portland bridge bill, so called ; and the
act making a beer, for the sale of wh:ch
payment of the United States tax is required, an intoxicating liquor under the
statutes. This last measure is sometimes inaccurately called the one per
cent beer law.

remarkable.

strength and

We have

11

2
4

remedy causes poison to be expelled
from the ayetem, and the blood is puriThua the natural
fied and revitalized.
functions of the mucous cells are restored, and the membranes are cleansed
and made strong. We know that Rexall
We
Mucu-Tone does relieve catarrh.
positively guarantee to refund the money
paid us for this remedy in every case
It ia a
where the user is diasatisfled.
builder of vigorous health and a creator
Price 50 centa
of good complexions.
and ?1 00 per bottle. Mail ordera Ailed.
It may be obtained only at our store,—
The Rexall Store. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

at
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have been sellfrom $13.50 to $25.00
we

have just marked
down to sell from $10.00
to $17.50.
and

If in need of

one

call, for

they are all this season's
goods, and at these prices
are great bargains.
Sincerely yours,

Fred H. Thompson, a well known
Portland man, 65 years of age,committed
Fisuicide Tuesday by taking poison.

nancial troubles are named as the cause,
though it seems that friends were prepared to relieve him in these. Mr.
Thompson was the son of Rev. Z-mas
Thompson, and was formerly in the car|
riage manufacturing business with his
war feel.
brother in Portland. Of late he had
As tlpsv and tight as a sinner;
been running a restaurant in that city.
Say 'tis the drunk that does cause you to reel,
And don't lay it all to your dinner."
He was one of the best known amateur
photographers in the country, and his
"Cheery hearts and smiling faces,
work has received wide recognition. His
Gentle speech and way·.
wife died a few years since, and he
West Sumner.
Make a cloudy, dull Thanksgiving
was making preparations for marriage to
Sunniest of days."
A cottage prayer meeting under the
He leaves one
a friend or his youth.
Send up thanks to God for all the
of the Baptist church was held
auspices
•3D.
blessings which He showers upon us.
at D. D. Small's Friday evening.
Snowflakes were flying Thursday and
H. T. Atwood of Norwood, Mass is Ten Qrums Make One Decagrum.
blustering weather will soon come.
his son, Dr. H. P. Atwood.
visiting
The Printer eat in bis business office
A light fall of rain Wednesday, but
Miss Altbea Stetson of Buckfield spent
and editorial workshop. This is somenot enough to benefit the dry wells.
a few days last week with her parents,
times known as the sanctum sanctorum,
Clarence A. Tyler of Mason supplies Mr. and Mrs. R. N. Stetson.
or holy of holies, because it is as open
the people of this village with fresh
Mr. Grpen Dow of Stow was the
Park.
meats, and drives to Bethel Hill twice a | guest of his brother, Dea. Moses Dow, to the public as Central
It was his busy day, in one respec:,
week.
for a few days last week.
with business coming in quite rapidly
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Briggs and
A very successful term of school in
two daughters of Albany visited Addison Pleasant Pond district, taught by Mine and cheerfully. Nevertheless his ornerves bad been put slightly on
S. Bean and wife last Sunday.
Abbie P. Cnrtis of Lewiston, closed Fri- tboepical
Of his callers the
so to speak.
Milk is sent daily from this station to
edge,
INtli.
the
day,
last two had been a man of characterBerlin, Ν. H., and some of it comes from
The fall term in this village, taught by
istic New England accent, who came in
Northwest Albany, four miles distant.
Adrian Holmes, closed the same day.
CopyrifM 1909 or nan acsavncr oc nm
to inform bim that Farmer Jonesmith
Maurice B. Mason and Miss Pearl Mr. Holmes has
good satisfaction bad a crew
given
ofEyetalians digging a big
Smith of Bangor, and Greenleaf G. Dow and after a vacation of two weeks will
MEN'S special styles
dreen through his bog, and a lady of
of Durham, have returned to their
begin the winter term.
who subscribhomes.
There have been two threshing ma- Anglomaniac propensities,
a
are
strong
be
sent
to
"eyether
Prices of pork, lard, butter, cbeeRe chines in town recently. The one own- ed for the paper, to
and eirge steadily advance, and fortunate ed
my nevvew or to me."
still
our
is
in
season
of
Turner
this
Austin
feature
Charles
by
There entered a correctly attired woare those wbo bave such articles of food here.
The other owned by Hutchins of
need
so
as
to
of
not
We
many
years
to use and to sell.
selections in suits and overcoats.
Canton was operated by Messrs. Knowles man,
Alanson Tyler of this village travels and Brown. Tbny have finished work concealment, of attractive personality,
said
have the smart models, the broadculture.
She
and
wide
unqestionable
over a
territory soiling picture and returned to Canton.
that she represented the Wassoecontee
frames, mirrors, post cards, etc.
D. D. Small had 110 bushels of oats
athletic shapes, and
shouldered
Club, and that she came in to find out
Mrs. Sarah W. Brown went to North threshed
by Austin's machine.
much it would cost "to get our
how
Waterford last week, where she expects j
Walter Chapin was here Saturday
snappy cut which young fellows want.
to stay through the winter, and her siswith his vaudeville and variety progrum printed."
evening
Recovering quickly from the slight
ter, Mrs. Elsina Coffin, will occupy her] show. There was a dance after the enshock of surprise at the question the
house during ber absence.
tertainment.
Printer gave the desired information,
A. 6. Farrar has sold his large fi >ck
nurui Dutmiciu.
and tbe caller went on her way. The
of turkeys for Thanksgiving. The largPrinter fixed tbe fire, wrote a letter or are masters of
Mr. Β. F. (Ieald anil daughter, Mr*. er
style in this Held as in
portion went to Paris Hill. Tf the
Margaret Sturtevant, made a business turkeys are gone I think we shall find two and a few locals, answered a telewas pasting some clip
and
created for us some
have
others
call,
to
phone
;
they
Norway Tuesday.
trip
Thanksgiving Day that there are some
A farmers* institute will be held at
pcd editorial paragraphs on a copy sheet
left yet.
models for young
"gobblers"
attractive
when there came in a clergyman friend, extremely
Grange Hall in tbis place Dec 13.
At a meeting of the Universalis soa graduate of college and theological
The body of Mise Alice Chase, daughthe
12th,
men.
ciety held in the vestry Friday,
who said, "Our association
ter of the late Rev. S. L. B. and Julia 0. the
following officers were elected to seminary,
moets in Belleville next week. Can we
a little
less I
We've other
(White) Chase, and who has been a aerve the ensuing year:
have our progrum published?"
teacher in Shaw's University, Raleigh,
Prefl lent-Mrs. EUle narrows.
We've
men.
for
older
extreme
Printer's
The
got
suspended mucilage
N. C., until ill health compelled her to
Ylce-PreM'lent—Mre. El'» Chandler.
brush wandered back across the desk
Financial Secretary—Geo. H. Harrow*.
give it up, was brought to Buckfleld for
for
the
everybody.
Recording Secretary—Geo. Λ. Chandler.
right things
and was carefully inserted in the ink
burial. The funeral services were held
Treasurer—Mrs. Helen Chandler.
in the Baptist church Monday at 1 o'clock
well, bnt he recovered so as to make
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Fales of Liver- answer, and the caller, aftor a little
p. M.
more have been spending the week with
Mr. Bert Hutchinson, carrier on rural
pleasant conversation regarding the
Mrs. Fales' parents, Mr. and Mrs. Free- literature of the
free delivery route No. 1, is sick with
day, took his departure.
man Farrar.
Then appeared an advertising agent
One Price
pneumonia. Clinton Mason takes his
has been received that the wife who offered three dollars for fifteen dolNews
place while he is ill.
of Btifftlo, Ν. Y., is lars' worth of
of
Wilson
Ryerson
the
in
the
middle
of
MAINE.
Mrs. Mary Capen, who has been quite
apace
threatened with typhoid fever. local
of the
page, and before the end
ill, is more comfortable at this writ4og. ill, being
5
has a youug babe it le half hour which was
As
Mrs.
Ryerson
conto
ΜΑΙ.ΎΚ.
OF
Κ
STAT
necessary
The drama, "The Paring Bee," will be
feared it will go bard with her.
vince him that he couldn't get it, a
given at Grange Hall Friday evening,
Nov. 10, as also a dance will be held
superintendent of schools came in, who COUNTY OF OXFORD, es.:
Isabelle C.
Taken on execution, wherein
North Stoneham.
wore a Phi Beta Kappa key and was enThanksgiving eve.
Ilrook* of Parle, In nal<i County, Is plaintiff. an<!
Hazel and Marion Keniston of Lovell titled to write A. M. after his name. I.oren/i I). Hopkins ami Llz/le A. Hopkins,
their grandfather, Wm. He wanted a little pamphlet printed, both of Milton Plantation, In said County, arc
are visiting
Mrs. E. 0. Ames of Rumford spent the
and said, "Here is the copy. It contains defendants, and wl I be sjld by public auction
this week.
of December,
on the twenty-lirst (21st) day
week end here, taking her mother, Mrs. Gammon,
Mrs. John Adams visited her mother, the rules of the school board, sugges- A. D. 1909, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at the
Frances Bicknell, back with her.
and
cuts
for
both
students
tions
In
said
Milton, all the right
parents,
«tore of C. H. Ituck,
Mrs. Burnbam McKeen, of Albany, SatC. B. Keene has put running water
of the school buildings, and on the last In equity which the «aid Lizzie A. Hopkins hvl
urday and Sunday.
on the'.Mill day of November, A. D. 1908, when
into his house.
Mr. Hartley, a painter, who has been page will be the progrum of recitations." the same waa attached on the original writ to
It Is reported I. D. Fuller has purAt this point tbe Printer fell out of red. cin the following described mortgaged real
boarding at Wm. Adams', is moving inchased the late Francis Bicknell farm.
of
his chair with a crash and struck on his estate situated In *ald Milton, to wit: · parcel
to the rent.
land bounded anil described an follows, viz.
Ν. E. Bessey has been at work for S.
James McAllister has bought a cow of head, and heard bis own voice as if it Commencing at a stake ami stone* near a maple
D Swallow grading bis door yard.
were seme one else speaking, "Make out tree, being four rods from said Milton town line
H. B. McKeen.
David Record is also having his gradon line of laud of Dana E. Dean; thence
Herbert Adams has bought L. J. a diagrum for your progrum in tbe form and
ed. It is a great improvement.
southeaster!ν by said Mean's land ninety seven
farm for Charles Lawrence. of a parallelogrum"—and then be drop rods to the County road leading from Kumford
Gammon's
There was an entertainment and social
Mr. and Mrs. Gammon will move to ped off to sleep and dreamed that he to said SI I Iton; thence north about fifty degrees
at Grange Hall Friday night. Good atwas a boy again, and that a schoolmaster west, eighty-three rods to a stake ami stones cd
Bridgton to live with Ash Smith.
said road; thence north about
tendance.
with boms was trying to drive some- the east side of
forty degrees east, llfty nlue rods to the bound
Mrs. F. H. Atwood of Rumford visited
into bis bead with Webster's begun at, also another parcel adjoining above
thing
Lake.
Norway
her sister, Mrs. S. D. Swallow, recently.
named parcel and bounded as follows, viz.
Dictionary as a mallet.
A roan from Auburn baa been at HerMrs. Wm. Wood and little daughter of
Commencing nt η stake and stones on tald
town
Milton
and
line; thence
Kumford
Asa
mon Morse's, testing his cattle.
to
her
father's,
Sabattus have come
Humming Bird's Toilet.
northerly on said town line seventeen rods and
Wilber Warren has returned from Frost's, for a visit of ten days or more.
links to a stake ami stones on line of Rodfour
A traveler, writing from Los Anbis work in Hartford, where he has been
well Isnd; thence southeasterly on line of said
Mrs. C. F. Whitney still remains very
Hod well land eighty-seven rods and twenty links
geles. Cal., to Bird Lore, says:
the last nine months.
poorly.
to
the south-west corner of said Rod well parcel;
"On May lit) of this year 1 was walkMrs. Aldana Bartlett is getting along
thence southwesterly to a bound on said county
Peru.
well since her return from the hospital. ing up ISagle Bock canyon, just north road; thence north-westerly north about thirteen
west, ninety-seven rods to
Mrs. Ernest Murch and little son Clay- of this city, collecting botanical speci- and one-half degrees
W. B. Gillespie has sold his farm to
the bound begun at. Said real estate is subject
Mr. Godlah and has rented Mr. D. H. ton have come to her father's, W. S. mens.
I had stopped near a small to a mortgage given by said Lizzie A. Hopkins
to the
Havings Hank, recorded In Oxford
Conaofa.
Partridge's, to stop a while.
pool In the little rivulet, and while CountyNorway
on
Registry of Deeds, book 259, page
H. E. Stilman has rented the S. A.
standing there a humming bird dart- which Is said to be due about one hundred and
Getchell farm to Mr. Pratt.
dollars.
The Family Reading Problem.
twecty-flve
ed down to the water. lier movement
Dated at Milton the 15th day of November,
D. 0. Delano has gone to Virginia.
To find reading that satisfies one's was so swift that I could uot tell 1909.
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Conant went to
JAMES M. DAY, Deputy Sheriff.
craving for the bright and attractive, whether she entered tbe water or uot,
Dixfield Centre and spent Sunday with and Is at the eame time
suitaperfectly
she
but
flew
aud
ou
η
small
perched
her parents.
up
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
ble for impressionable young people, is
not more than six feet from my
Mr. H. E. Stillman bought a cow of E. at times difficult. The best
In tho matter of
magazines twig,
C. Poland.
EDWARD E. SKINNER,
} In Bankruptcy. I
are admittedly
published for mature face, and began preening herself. Kirst
Bankrupt.
Mrs. M. F. Robinson is on the gain.
readers only. The Youth's Companion with her foot she would arrange the
W. B. Gillespie is driving a well for slone is for all the
the Hon. Clarence Hai.e, Judge of the Dis-1
family. While the feathers of her ueck and head, con- Totrlct
Court of the United State· for the District |
Fiank Godish.
editors keep in mind the eager desire tinuing clear down to the tip of her
of Maine:
We are having very âne weather for of the
young for tales of action, enter- bill.
E. SKINNER, of Paris, In the
Then with the other foot she
November.
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
prise and adventure, these stories in would do the other side. This continIn
eald District, respectfully represents that on
The Companion are so well written as to
ued some two or three minutes, when the 28th day of November, 1908, he was duly
Hebron.
fascinate men and women in all stages of
bankrupt under the Acta of Congress rethe male Hew up, aud they darted adjudged
lating to Rankruptcy; that he has duly surrenMr. Merrow of Auburn ie visiting at life's journey. And this is true >not only
his property and rights of property,
was
dered
all
I
so
close
that
1
of
but
together.
away
)f the fiction in The Companion,
F. E. Gurney's.
and has fully compile*! with all the requirements
The articles, by could distinctly sec tbe whole interest- of said Acta
Miss Belle Goodwin of South Paris is the entire contents.
and of the order· of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Famous writers, convey knowledge that Ing performance."
the guest of W. A. Bartiett.
Wherefore he prays, That he may bo decreed
exand
most
wisest
to
the
s
useful
was
at
Edes
Falls
Mrs. Henry Merrill
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
perienced as well as to the immature,
debts provable against bis estate under said
He Wouldn't Qo to 8chool.
inspecting the W. R. C. Saturday.
the
solves
[n
The
wife
of
and
short,
Companion
bankruptcy Acts, except such debt· as are exEverett,
Dudley Bailey
Once there was a little boy
cepted by law from such discharge.
■eading problem for the entire family,
Who wouldn't go to school.
Mass., have been in town a few days.
Dated this isth day of Novcmlier, A. D. 1909.
"worth
He wouldn't study 'rlthmetlc
Joel Poster has gone to South Paris to [t is entertaining and it is
EDWARD E. SKINNER, Rankrupt.
Nor learn a single rule.
pvhile."
with
his
children.
Thanksgiving
spend
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
of
Mrs. Ezra Marshall, who one day reEvery new subscriber will find it
And now he's such a stupid boy
District of Maine, ss.
the
On this 20th day of Nov., A. D. 1909, on readcently fell down staira and broke her ;1 ippcial advantage to send at once Not
That folks all cr.ll him "Fool!"
wrist and splintered the ankle bone, Is Î1 75 for the new 1010 volume.
ing the foregoing petlUon, It Is
That little boy, the very same,
Ordered
"Venebeautiful
by the Court, That a hearing be had
the
does
he
>nly
Who wouldn't go to school.
get
slnw,y gaining.
upon the eame on tie 10th day of Dec., A. D.
Charles Cumminga and wife and son Ian" Calendar for 1010, lithographed In
before said Court at Portland, In said Dis19ΓΘ,
80 now, dear little children,
trict, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; and that noLaurence visited friends in Minot Sun- hirteen colore and gold, but all the
Ponder on these things
tice thereof be published In the Oxford Demossues of The Companion for the remainday.
And gladly hurry off to school
a newspaper printed In said District, and
crat,
Mrs. Mary Bearce has gone to Buck- ng weeks of 1000, from the time the
thnt all known creditor·, and other person· In
When the school bell rings.
Held to visit her daughter, Mra. Annie lubsoriptlon is received.
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
Tbe Youth's Companion,
Damon.
"Pig In the Parlor" Inna.
prayor of said petitioner should not be granted.
Boston, Mass.
in China there are many inns where
Companion Building,
And U Is further ordered by the Court, That
ί jw Sulscrlptions Received at this office. here îs shelter for man and beast the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credBast Bethel.
itor· copie· of said petition and thla order, adwithout regard to whether you are dressed to them at their places of retldenoe at
Indian summer days.
KILLS HER FOE OF 20 YEARS.
an or beast. Animals belonging to •ta ted.
Mr. 0. B. Farwell ia doing threshing
Witness the Hon. Clarknck Hale, Judge of
*
"The most merciless enemy I bad for
ι· jvick trains, men who drive them
for the farmers here.
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
In
said District, on the 40th day of Nov., ▲. D.
Z. W. Bartiett visited Berlin, Ν. H., Ο years," declares Mrs. James Duncan
chance
who
I itv.v traveler
upon
mny
1909.
if Haynesville, Me., "was Dyspepsia. I
last week.
e of these democratic inns lie down
JAME8 E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[l.
g.]
uffered intensely after eating or drinkMr. and Mrs. Ernest Shorey of PortA true copy of petition and order thereon.
;:ol in peace, but in confusion—toAfter
Attest: JAMK8 B. HEWEY, Clerk.
land visited relatives here laat week.
ng and could scarcely sleep.
it her. The braying of asses, bellowMiss Florence Skillings oloaed the
□any remedies bad failed and several
of oxen, bleating of camels and
fail term of school here laat Friday with loctors gave me up, I tried Electric Bit- ng
Now roros of exhausted mankind all rise
ers whlob cored me completely.
sn entertainment in the afternoon.
A young man to learn the dry goods business.
cm eat anything. I am 70 years old τ get her.
An American traveler may
Mr. D. W. Cole haa gone to WashingMust be neat In appearance, energetic, clean In
health
and
>nd
am
to
his
get
1
be
winter
with
overjoyed
my
thankful
that
rellroade
are
D.
to
the
deed
habits, not uMng tobacco In any form. Apply
ton,
C.,
spend
letter, giving at least two references as to
trength back again." For Indigestion, il< Ing away with pack trains nnd that by
ions. ,
character.
Mrs. J. L. Holt has returned from joss of Appetite, Kidney Troable, Lame
<ioti ihese queer Inns will have no
Address, "DRY GOODS,"
Care Oxford Democrat,
riaiting her daughter, Mra. Irving Kim- lack, Female Complaints, It's unequaled. reason for existing.—Chicago New·.
South Paris, Me.
)oly 60o. at F. ▲. Shurtleff à Co.'·.
ball, of Boaton.
West Bethel.
"Try, always to speak the truth, young man ;
And state th<; plain facts, as you should;
Beiust, and be upright a· ever you can
For lvlng never done good.
When Thanksgiving Hover, yoor homeward

4
1
1

which

ing

=

6 Suits size 32
"
44
β
34

cells—tbe congestion and inflammation
This
of which cauaea local catarrh.

East Hodgdon
Tuesday night by Deputy United States
Marshal Ferdinand E. Stevens of Portland proved to be William J. Kelley of
Richmond, Ν. B., who has been wanted
for an assault upon Deputy Collector
Frank W. Bums in 1902. At the time of
that assault Burns was so badly used up
that for some time he was not expected
to live. Kelley was arrested Tuesday
night in almost the same place where be
assaulted Burns, and he put up a vicious
fight and several times attempted to
stab Stevens, but did not succeed in
doing him any serious injury.

smuggler captured

Rubbers !

In Energy and Vitality.
Tbooeands of women vainly attempt
It is time now to purchase your Rubbers and be ready
to Improve tbelr complexions and to
We have a
first snow which is sure to come soon.
the
for
η move blackheada, crow·' feet and other
blemishes, through the nae of cosmetic·. very l%rge stock of the new Maiden line which are advertised
This treatment fails because tbe trouble
paper by the A. H. Berry Shoe Oo. Bead their ad. and
are In
skin.

ages
brother are 269 years, making an average
of 89 years and 8 months. Few families,

A

Rubbers !

Rubbers !

Advice to Women.

Maine New· Note·.
BttdcfMd.
The fanerai of the late Alloe fcbase
Fourteen carload· of concentrated joy,
Congregational 1st* united with' tbe wu held at the Baptist ohurch Monday
Methodists In tbelr revival service con- at 4:30 o'clock, Rev. F. M. Lamb officiat- in the shape of Chrlatmaa tree·, will be
ducted by Mlaa Adam*.
ing.
to New Tork from the Orlaod
O. W. Tilton ha> purchased the black- •hipped
Snnday morning Dr. King oame to
and Penobscot aectiona this fall.
A.
Tamer.
was
of
W.
wbo
smith
Edwin
Rowe
Mr.
Bethel to aee
shop
Conatant ▲. M. Laaghlln of China la
Geo. Packard has moved into the rent
taken suddenly ill witb appendicitis on
the
bis way bome from Boston tbe evening overC. S. Childs' market, recently va- 9.0 years of age and a veteran of
He la atitl able to read
war.
Aroostook
Holmes.
cated
and
f
Dre.
by
Harry
lbbetta-operKing
previous.
W. A. Allen, for a long time head without glaaaea and often walka three
ated and found tbe patient in a very
For tbe first two clerk for the I. W. Shaw Co.. has leased milea.
critical condition.
days he seemed to rally somewhat, but the store formerly occupied by R. H.
Mrs. Stilaon of North Anaon passed
from the first bis physician baa consid- Morrill, and will open a stock of grocer- her 95th
birthday Sunday, November 7th.
midthe
about
and
boots
Mrs.
ered the case very serious.
shoes, etc.,
ies,
Rowe|
Her sister, Mrs. Abbie Knowlton, of
Mr.
and
of
dle
December.
months
few
died but a
ago
Farmington Falls, Is 86 years old, and
Rowe'e health has been delicate for a | Th6 Baptist Circle served a dinner at h<»r brother, Henry Hodgklna of North
to
a
noon
the
time.
goodly Ciieaterville, is 88 years old. The comvestry Wednesday
long
Dr. 7. B. Tuell bas sold the "James I number of people.
of these two aiaters and
bined
Bethel.
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S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

j

]

Fine

j

YOUNG

Thanksgiving
N.

Dayton Bolster Co.,

35 Market

Square,

Give

us

South Paris, Maine.

your orders for
in
Advance.

Celery

thej

I

Goods

AT

particularly

|

of

Stock

Hart, Schaffner & Marx

styles

J

Comfort Shoes
For Women

H. B. POSTER
Clothier,

NORWAY,

J/n

Our line of Women's

Cold Weather Shoes
Is
We name

quite Complete.

only

a

few of them:

Cold Proof Felt Boot, Lace, Kid Foxed,
Kid Tip, Double Sole, $1.50, $1.25.
Kid

Kid

Polish, Kid Tip,

Rubber

$2.00.

Heel,

Juliet, Kid Tip, Rubber Heel,
$1.50.

Men's Felt Shoes with Felt Soles, Rubber Heels; a good shoe for cold

weather, prices, $1.50, $2.00.

Same Shoe Rubber Soles and Rubber

Heels, $2.50.

J.

F. PLUMMER,
31 Market

Furnlaher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone Ι0β·3.

EDWARD

Wanted.

Ladies
who want perfect fitting,
comfortable and good
wearing shoes, will do
well to try a pair of

Patrician.
Made in all leathers.
ton or lace. Price

Sold

yV. O.

only

by

Frothingham,

CASTORIA FirlirfMtswéChMn·.

îtoKMYnjUnAjnjsIncU

/<

But-

m» ΦχίακΛ

Democrat.

Occasionally oold, bat on the whole
mighty nice weather for November.

Rlcker-Pertum.
wedding took plaoe at the
905
Westminster
Miss Jennie M. Brown of West Peris Perham résidence,
is with friends here fur two or three Street, Washington, D. C., at S o'clock

SOUTHPABIS.

weeks.

SOOTH PARIS POST OFFICE.
OSceHour·: 7 JO A. M. to 71» >. M.

Don't omit to let the Democrat know
about the family gatherings on Thanks-

giving Day.

ORASD TBUMK RAILWAY.

Commencing September X, 1909,
TRAIN· LEATC SOUTH PARK
(,ulrt« lown east)—5 36 a. M.. dally; 9:30 A.M..
6.U0 p.
.tliv except Sunday; 4:36p.m., dally;

m

Aumtay ooly.

i.oluiC up (west)—9:30 A. M.. dally; S:33 P. M..
A.
»!!v except Sunday ; 8:47 p.m., dally; 10

Sunday only.

the evening of Not. 13, when Misa
Wilma Edith Perham, daughter of Mr.
and Urn. William L. Perham, and granddaughter of the late Εχ-Qovernor Sidney
Perham of Parie, became the wife of
Lieut. Lawrence Campbell Richer, Tenth
Infantry, U. S. A.
The Rev. John Van Schaick, paator of
the Qfaurch of Our Father, performed
the ceremony in the presence of half a
hundred relatives and intimate friends
of the young couple.
Quantities of palms and yellow chrysanthemums formed
decorations
the
throughout the house, the bridal party
standing beneath a lattice effect of
palms and smilax studded with the
An artistic centerchrysanthemums.
piece of Killarney roses and piuk shaded
candelabra adorned the dining room
table, and the mantels were also banked
with pink roses.
Prof. Harry Wheaton Howard played
the wedding munie for the entrance of
the bridal party and during the cereoo

Miss Georgiè Dean β of Bucktield was a
guest at Frank A. Taylor's for a few
days last week.
Rev. A. T. McWhorter and family will
go to Sebago I.ake to spend Thanksgiving with Mrs. Ν. E. Sawyer.

Mies Leooa D. Stuart, who is attending Boston University, is at home for
A.
T.
McRev.
Church,
f'irst Congregational
the Thanksgiving vacation.
« i>rter. Pastor. Preaching service, 10:45 A. M.;
School 11:43A.M.; Y. P. 8. C. £ «<»
Rev. A. T. McWhorter was called to
Church
P.
7Λ)
M.;
Kvenlng service
r μ
at 7:30 p. M. Springfield, Mass., last week for a few
-aver meeting W ednesdav evening
In
are
cordially
connected,
uot otherwise
\
days by the death of his brother's wife.
1
Methodist Church. Rev. T. N. Kewlev, Paator.
Mrs. W. G. Hammond has closed her
>Sunday, morning prayermeetlng 10«0 .V. M.: house on Paris Π
ill, and is with her
•caching service 10:43 a. m.. Sabbath School
00
r.
6
M-; brother, T. F. Hathaway, for the present.
m
Kpworth League Meeting
"raver meeting Wednesday evening 7 :30; class
All members of Joshua L. Chambera· ting Krlday venlng 7 :».
i.iiidst Church, Rev. J. Wallace Chesbro, lain Camp, No. *59, are requested to be
« »n Sniulay, preaching service 10:4.*> a.
tor
present at the next regular meeting mony.
>ai> >ath School 12 M.; Y. 1'. S. C. E-, 6:13 Ρ
·.,
:<*· p. M. ; Wednesday even
Nov. 23.
m
Tmsdey,
y wyr meeting 7
Mr. Perham escorted his daughter and
All are
Seats free.
prayer service 7:30.
Next Sunday being World's Temper- gave her in marriage. She wore a beauwelcome.
service
ev
tiful
bridal gown of ivory crepe meteor,
mivcr*alls» Church. Preaching
ance Sundav, at the Methodist Sunday
Sunday at 10:43 a. m. Sunday School at School a
hand embroidered with chiffon roses,
Y. P.C. C.
special programme will be carV .Junior Union at 3:30 P. M.
skirt
ried out, consisting of music aud read- and draped in graceful lines. The
i: Τ P. M.
was made with a long train and tunic
STATED MKKTt.NUS.
ings, etc. A cordial welcome to all.
effect at the side, and the bodice was
Reeulax
f Α Δ. H —Pari Lodge, So. 94.
Our line November weather is pro- trimmed with touches of rose point and
\·ι,ι Tuesday «-venin* on or before full moon,
;
m
ce:
Mica
ν (>. r.—Mount
odge. regular
ductive of a late crop of flowers. A duchess lace. Her long tulle veil was
rtiuraday evenlne of eaco week.—Aurora
of golden rod, wild asters and arranged with a wreath of orange blosκ
:ipment.'tiret and third Monday evenings bouquet
feras adorns the editorial desk, which soms and her bridal bouquet was a
:i month.
S —Mount Pleisan Rebekah Lodge, No. was sent in by Mrs. Ε. E.. Chapman.
shower of Bride rose?, lilies of the valley
second and fourth Fridays or each
ct
and orchids.
η Oil Fellows' Hall.
Advertised letters in South Paris post
meets
So.
Miss Marie Louise Ashford, Miss MarPoet.
148.
Κ —W. K. Kimball
office Nov. 22, 1909:
l third Saturday evening-, of each
jorie Young of Washington, Miss Helen
Mis» Annie Thompson.
π U· A. K. Hall
Burnham Riwe of New York and Miss
Kiank Λ η· trews.
>v
£. Kimball Circle. Ladles of the G. A.
W K. SkllllugeHelen Dodge of Dodge Park, Md., were
drst «lid third Saturday evenings of
(j
ith. In ι.rand Ami Hail.
the bridesmaids.
They wore empire
S. F. Davis, Postmaster.
ν —Joshua L. Chamberlain Camp meets
gowns of yellow messaline embroidered
and fourth Saturday evenings of each
Miss Florence Whittum, assistant in in
gold, and carried yellow chrysanthef H.—Paris «range, from May 1 to Oct. 1, the high echool, was unable to teach for mums.
r-t and third
Saturday; during the several days last week, and her place in
Lieut. E. J. Atkisson, Engineer Corps,
nder of the year, meets every Saturday, In
the school was taken by Mrs. Ε. N. stationed at the
Washington Barracks,
.·· Hall.
therefor
who
of
taught
fourth
Haskell,
formerly
Mondays
U.C —Second and
was
Lieutenant Ricker's best man.
ν

CKCRCHES.

£y

1

_

s

•nonth.
Κ. Ο. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
•econd and fourth Wednesday evenings
ach month.
f P.—Hamlin Lodge, So. SI, meets every
ay evening at Pythian Hal'..

Thanksgiving

is

right

upon

some

«9.

Miss Sara Swett is the guest of relaat Bangor for a few weeks.

j

of Waterville is with her
*hter, Mrs P. E. Hathaway.

Wing

Mrs. Hannah Holt has gone to Mexico
-end the winter with her daughter,
Mrs. Ε. [I. Dorr.

Mrs. J. F. Plummer has purchased of
Mrs. W. P. Mortou the bouse lot on the
west side of Pine Street between the
Methodist parsonage and the lot owned
by Wirt Stanley. Mr. and Mrs. Plummer plan to build a bungalow there.

The county commissioners at their
J. F. Stanley of Auburn has been meeting last week decided that a court
W.
C.
Mrs.
room for the Norway Municipal Court
çuest of her daughter,
λ ker, for a few days.
should be furnished in the Odd Fellows'
Block at Norway when that is completMi" Isabelle Bryant was called
ed. Quarters for the court will thereK- »
Mass., last week, by the sudfore be especially planned when the
te. «ieath of her sister'» husband, Mr.
additional stories are put on that buildNnith.
M

re

toj

ing.

Mr. and Mrs Charles Morse of MinRev. Hannah J. Powell, who had been
•îeapolis and Mrs. Morse's sister. Missl troubled with rheumatism for some time,
Morse's
E.
at
A.
were
Robinson,
guests
and a week since had to conduct her
few days las* week.
service sitting in a chair, has been in
of the Congregational bed and under the care of a nurse for
ladies
The
society will serve their December supper the past week, but seems to be improvthe Universalist
at their vestry the second night of thm ing.
Her pulpit at
*ale, Dec. 2d. Supper fifteen cents. church was occupied on Sunday by Rev.
Concert at New Ilall at eight o'clock.
C. L. Waite of Woodfords.

|

The Fan-Tans were entertained at
heir club room Tuesday evening by the
embers of the first division. Supper
was served at the usual
supper hour,
and nearly all the members of the club
A social evenwere present to enjoy it.
ing was afterward spent. The December sapper of the club will be omitted,
it comes so near Christmas, and there
mil be no more meetings until January.
.-

Halley's comet is some months later
'■< be a brilliant figure in the sky, if the
It
their business.
astronomer* know
w:ll be at one time only some twelve
llion miles from us, and will be decid•dly conspicuous. It will however have
ti. tt trait which attaches to so many
mets, of appearing in such a part of
he heavens that it is visible only in the
mall hours of the morning, when most
•f us would rather sleep.
As one immediate result of the building of the water system, a new street
vill be laid out. \V. S. Starbird and
ι'hailes Edwards owns the land at the
N>p of the ridge, between Park Street
acd Hill Street, which is crossed by the
:welve-inch main coming from the reservoir to the village. They will lay out
■ι street through the middle of this, givthem house lota on both side» of it.
The location of the pipe line baa been
hanged somewhat from that originally
marked out, s<> as to bring it into the
s;reet to be laid out.
The Seneca Club met with Mrs. Dr.
Stewart last Monday evening, being entertained by Mrs. Stewart and Mrs. Cla*on.
The programme was mainly on
Bill Nye, the roll call being quotations
from the humorist, and a biography of
h m being read by Mrs. Eastman. There
were also a paper on "A Visit to a Sugar
Plantation," by Mrs ShurtlefT, and a
paper on St. Augustine by Mrs. H. A.
Morton, descriptive of her visit to that
city. A number of guests were present.
Refreshments were served, and a pleasant evening was spent.
The Western Avenue Club, "the most
exclusive club in town,1* (because its
membership is limited to women resident on Western Avenue), held its first
session for some time last Thursday
evening, being entertained by Mrs.
Smiley and Mrs. Ordway at Mrs.
Smiley's. The gentlemen and other
members of the families were also entertained at this meeting, making a party
of twenty-six in all. There was music,
some interesting puzzle games, nice refreshments, and a good social time
generally. This club bas no regular sessions, but another meeting will bo held

ing 60 χ 160 feet.
A special meeting

of Norway Lodge,
No. 16, I. O. O. F., was held at I. O. 0.
F. Hall Wednesday at noon for the purpose of attending the funeral of the late
John E. Rhodes. Mr. Rhodes was born
Apr. 17, 1851, and died at his home on
Alpine Street on Nov. 14, 1909 He has
lived in Norway for many years on tbe
Hall farm near Frank Pike's. Some
time ago he sold bis farm and moved into the villago. He has been in poor
health for some years. He was a member of Norway Lodge, I. O. O. F.
In the municipal court Monday morning Henry Coolidge was arraigned for
intoxication and paid a floe of $5 and
for same
Holrlen
costs. Chester O.
offence paid a fine of #3 and costs.
Harry Holden arrested for intoxication
was discharged.
Raphael DupoDt and
Joseph Label! were found guilty of intoxication, wore allowed to go if they
would leave the county, which they did
without delay.
The Union Depot entertainment at
the opera house Friday evening, local
talent, was a success. Large sale of

Married.

■

•

Died.
In

Paris, Nov. 17, Mies Alice K. Hammond,

nged 55 years.
In Bryant's Pond, Nov. 1A, Abel Racon, aged
84 years.
In Oxford, Nov. 14, Joseph G. Skllllnge, aged
77 years and 5 months.
In Upton, Nov. 19, Ferdinand, son of Mellen
and Ida Lombard, aged U veara, 11 months.
In South Paris, Nov. 14, John Edward Rhodes,
aged 58 years, β months and 27 daye.
In West Peru, Nov. 11, Mrs. Dan Knox, aged
80 years.

F.

PARIS.

A.

Our

F.

>v.

shoes.

See ad in another column.

lack of

The

CO.,

a

receipt.

Norway National

Capital, $50,000

Bank

Of Norway, Maine.

Undivided Profits,

Maine.

Surplus, $25,000.
$25,000.

SHtBTLEFF * CO.

OFFER

$

AT

e

INTEREST,

AND

101

per

cent,

annum

per

a, ο ο ο

South Paris, Maine,

Corporation

Village

4 per cent., tax exempt, coupon bonds.

payable April and October 1st at the Paris Trust Company.
In Denominations of $100, $500 and $1,000 each.
Interest

These bonds are optional after five years by consecutive numbers beginning
with number one, thus making the $100.00 bonds payable first and making the
larger denomination a long term bond.
These bonds are a direct obligation of the South Paris Village Corporation and
The legality
are issued to install the water system now in process of construction.
of the issue and all the proceedings leading up to it have been approved by the Hon.
Wm. L. Bradley of Portland, Maine. This issue is inside the 10 per cent, debt limit
as shown by the last assessed valuation :

1909 estimated 1700.
Assessed Valuation 1909
$709,170.00.

Population

These bonds are a popular issue and should be a very desirable investment, both to the small and large
We look for a very active market in these bonds and being exempt from taxation in the State of
investor.
Maine should attract those who wish to get itery nearly 4 per cent, for their money.

For Sale at 101 and interest

South

Adams Dunne in a dramatic recital of1
"Leah, the forsaken."
Thursday, Jan. 20. Stereopticon lecture by Dr. Frederick M. Brooks, traveler and explorer, on "Alaska."
Tuesday, Feb. 15. Prof. C. Π. Wilson,

magician and entertainer.
Tuesday, March 15. Boston Carnival
and Concert Company.
or

Com-

Hemorrhages, Asthma, Croup, Whoop

ing Cough. 50c. and $1.00. Trial bottw
Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff A
free.
Co.

périence

unnecessary.
Λ profitable permanent
teeii compensation.
business without capital can be e«tHbllahe<l
Whole or
among friends ami acqua'ntances.
snare time. This Is the nest time to ttart. ComWrite note.
Dl( te outfit ami Instructions /rte.
McCluri's Magazine, 46 East 23d Street, New
47-9
Yoik

City.

1ΉΟΒΑΤΚ HOT1CKS.
To all persons Interested In either of tho Estate
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Paris, In ami
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
■
In the year of our Lord one thousand
Not
The following matter
ulne hundred and nine.
action
the
for
thereupon
been
presented
having
hereinafter indicated, It is hereby Obdkked :
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
In the Oxpublished three weeks successively
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Parts, in said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Paris on
the third Tuesday of December, ▲. D. 1909, at 9
of the clock In the foronoon, and be heard thereon If they see cause.
ftarah J. Martin, late of Oxford, deceased:
thereof
wM and petition for
named.
by Frank P. Martin, tue executor therein

probate

Howe, late of Woodstock,
petition for probate thereof
Sarah
Howe, the executrix therein
by
Warren Severy, late of DlxfleUl,

Isaac
will and

flnsl account presented for allowance
A. Walte, executor.

presented
deceased;
presented

netting nearly 4 per cent, by

Maine.

Paris,

Outing Flannel

Robes and Skirts !

Night

With the colder weather comes the natural desire for warmer
clothes. This department is at its height. An assortment
of prices, qualities and styles that cannot fail to satisfy.
ROBES of médium weight outing in blue and pink stripes at 50c.
ROBES of heavy outing in stripes and plain colors, made perfectly plain, nicely
finished, with collars at 98ç.
good quality outing, finished in round neck with bias band of sam<>,
tucked yoke in pink and blue at 08c.
made without
ROBES of blue and pink plain outing, three tucks at shoulders,
ROBES of

yoke, kimono eleeve at 98c.
tucks below
ROBES of fancy outing, made with pointed yoke, four hemstitched
yoke, extra full, II 25.
98c.
OUTING SKIRTS in plain and fancy colore, good and full, with flounce, 50c, 75c,

KIMONOS.
unusually large showing of long and
At 50C ®ne Piece "^ort Kimonos

A

At 75c.
At 98C
au

short Dressing Sacques and Kimonos.
of duckling fleece in fancy oolors,

ttyle

a·

above in heavier materials.

colored dresses in cotton and wool materials in
Prices are 50c, 98c, fl 50, *1.98, $2 25, $2 98
Julia K. Barker, executrix.
at 50c, 75c, 98c.
Eleanor Whitman, late of Woodstock, de- Children's sweaters
ceased; second account presented for allowance Misses' sweaters at 98c, $1.50.
by George L. Cu-hmao, executor.
Ladies' sweaters, #2.50, «2.93,13.50, $3.98, «4.50.
Irene Abbott, late of Paris, deceased; flrst
He-count presented for allowance by Nancy T.
Parker, administratrix.
Madge L. and Dwlght W. Turner of
Bimkfleid, wards; petition for license to sell and
Walter A
convey real estate presented by
Turner, guardian.
Laura R. Sturtevant, late of fanton, deceased ; flr-t account presented for allowance by
Eugene A. Barker, late of Rumforri, deceased; flrst account presented for allow nice by

A

Outing Flannel Night Robes
Also

large assortment of children's
plain, checks and plaids.

^=1

BLUE

Laura 8. Stnrtevant, late of Canton, deceased ; petition for order to distribute balance
remaining In his hands presented by W. 11.
Eaatman, executor.

NORWAY.

anxious to show you our large line of Fur
coats we sell are the Gordon & Furgerson
and Leah Fur Manufacturing Co. makes. The kinds
We

are

copy—Attest :

ALBERT D. PARR, Register.
NOTICE.

The subscriber
gives notlee that he has
been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
CHARLES U. SWIFT, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directe. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same lor settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.

hereby

Not. 10th, 1909.

HENRY H. HASTINGS.

IV I

J 3 m0S INI.
a

91

Γ

Main St.,

3VOr,

The

price?

to

Norway,

HARM··· «TORI.

DOGS.

are

$75 the best.

$14 the cheapest,
$26 buys good
a great miny
a

serviceable all round coat.

at

$20 to $60.
our

No
medium length and the long.
ride without a Fur Overgarment.
We have
then come and fee us.

Baby !

PROP. OP TH1 TUCKIR

Main·.

CALVES,

COONS,

Ladies' Fur Coats,
Two styles you will find

I have in my new line of White
Robes for the Babies. I have' two
grades, $5.00 and $6.00. The principal difference between the two is
the kind of lining in each.

ADDI80N E. HERR1CK, Judge of (aid Cour·.

\ true

are

Coats. The

MAINE.

White Fur Robes for the

Β

STORES:

When are You Coming to Ο
Look at Our Fur Coats i

We sell

Irena Abbott, lite of Paris, deceased ; petition for order to distribute balance remaining In
her hands presented by Nancy T. Parker, ad-

SSttSb

-

_

$iS

annexed.

fine line of

Millinery and Fancy Goods.

Lydls A. A. Woodbury, late of Paris, decea-ed; second account presented for allowance
by James S. Wright, administrator with the wl.l

ministratrix.

a

Regal and Wilhelmina Corsets,

W H. Eastman executor.

I

My New Line of

cuffs,

Collar and buttons, finished with buttonhole scallops, sleeve with
cuff, belted at waist.
Same

See

MISS 5. M. WHEELER,

8everal ο*;'68 of short Kimonos, low and high neck, both round and
some styles
pquare, with or without collar, fancy and plain sletvi»,
deceased;
shirred into belt.
by Alvah
alPcolors at 98c, $1 75, §1.98, $2 50.
Many styles of long Kimono· in

named.

the

COMPANY,

TRUST

PARIS

the

either the Apollo
monwealth Male Quartette.
has been arranged at large
courte
This
expense and consists of first class talent,
appearing in the best courses in the
largest cities. It is not a money making
scheme, but an effort to provide this
community with best things in enterDo You Want a Year's Subscription? tainment. The patronage of those who
is solicitDo you want a year's subscription to appreciate good entertainment
the Democrat, for yourself or some one ed.
else, not now a subscriber? Road the
William S. Cotton of Lisbon Falls,
advertisement of Hobbs' Variety Store,
to Governor Bert M.
on the fourth page of this paper, and see private seoretary
a
how you may have a chance to get one. Femald, and for many years prominent
life of Maine, died
The person bringing in the largest num- figure in the public
of the
ber of copies of that advertisement to suddenly Sunday of nenralgla
of age. He
the store before 3 p. m. next Friday will heart. He was 52 years
was assistreceive a year's subscription, to be sent leaves a widow. Mr. Cotton
of Representatives
to some one not now a subscriber. Here'· ant clerk of the House
in 1885 and 1887, was clerk of the House
yonr opportunity.
from 1891 -to 1905 and for several years
was chief clerk in the office of Secretary
YOUNG GIRLS ARE VICTIMS,
He was appointed private
of State.
but
older
as
as
well
women,
of headache,
secretary during the latter part of
cure
and
relief
all get qnick
prompt
and
Governor Cobb's administration,
from Dr. King's New Life Pill·, the was
re-appointed by Governor Fernald
world's best remedy for sick and ner- the first of the present year.
vous headaches.
Tbey make pure blood,
and strong nerves and build up your
The dead body of William J. Leathers
health. Try them. 25c. at F. A. Sburt- of Waterville was found on the Maine
-v
leff & Co.'s.
Central track at Hallowell Friday morning. He had attended a banquet of
Maine potatoes are coming into their Sons of Veterans at Gardiner the night
had been
old-time swing says the New York before. It was evident that he
was terPacker under date of Nov. 5. Quality Is struck by a train, and the body
Leathers was a truckshowing exceptional improvement and ribly mangled.
three
rotten potatoes are now the exception man, 52 years of age, and leaves
instead of the rule. However, some po- daughters.
tatoes show rot but the percentage is
low. The trade I· taking Maine· now in
FORCED INTO EXILE.
preference to York State· and Michi·
Wm. Upchurcb of Glen Oak, Okla.,
done.
Mountain air,
gans. A good business is being
was an exile from home.
be thought, would cure a frightful lungA SCALDED BOY'S SHRIEKS
racking cough that had denied all remehorrified his grandmother, Mr·. Maria dies for two years. After six months b<
his steps,
Taylor, of Nebo, Ky., who writes that, returned, death dogging
New
when all thought he would die, Buck- "Then I began to use Dr. King's
les'· Arnica Salve wholly cured him. Discovery," he writes, "and àfter taking
Infallible for Burns, Scalds, Cute, Corns, six bottles I am as well aa ever." It
Wounds, Bruises, Cure· Fever-Sore·, saves thousands yearly from desperate
and
Boil·, Skin Eruptions, Chilblain·, Chap lung diseases. Infallible for Coughs
and Sore
ped Hands. Soon routs Pile·. 25c. al Colds, it dispels HoarsenessBronohitia,
Cures
Throat.
Grippe,
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'·.
in stitching room
to learn to stitcb

A.

through

Yielding nearly

Wanted.

auspices of the Universalist I McCLURE'S MAGAZINE want* a responsible
Mrs. Mary Johnson, who recently died Ladies' Circle.
ami energetic man or woman In Paris ami vicinExat North Berwick, had carpets, blankets
Mrs. Charlotte ity to att»nd to lte subscription Interests
Thursday, Dec. 9
There Is liberal gunrsnhad woven on a

Experienced help
wanted. Also girls

F.

WE

Cures indigestion

j

of the four Protestant churches will be
held at the Univ«rsalist church Wednessoon.
day evening at 7:30. The sermon will
be by Rev. J. Wallace Chesbro of the
Myron W. and Sanger S. Maxim and
churcb.
Mrs. B. P. Hicks bave bought a lot oo Baptist
The schools will take a Thanksgiving
the north shore of Shagg Pond, and have
from
Wednesday night for the
recess
already put in the foundation for a c*rap rest of the week, none of them being in
their cottage,
there. They will use
session Thursday or Friday.
"Oak Lodge," which formerly stood on
Stores, offices and other business
the bank of the river bere, but wat
will close all day on Thanksgivtaken down two or three years ago ami places
The drug store of F. A. Shurtstored in sections. T1 e material will ing Da>.
leff <k Co will be closed from 12 till 3.
all be taken up on the early snow, anr
the camp will be built in the spring. Αι
A Delphic Utterance.
the camp stood here, it was one story
J. Clement Mnrphy, who had been enbut in putting it up it will be raised an
week of the beautiful fall
a
other story, and a piazzi will be built 01 joying
weather in Unulton and other places in
two sides of it, making a good sizet I
that part of Arooetook County, returned
camp.
to Augusta Saturday night. During his
fron
C. W. Clark is expected to come
absence Mr. Murphy alao visited WoodI'nioa this week to open his harnea stock, Frederickton, and other places
shop in Odd Fellows' Block. A roon across the Canadian border and reports
bas been fixed up for the shop in th< that hi· initial trip on foreign soil was a
east end of the basement, uader the pos source of a great deal of pleasure to
office, with doors opening on the area ii him. Regarding his reported shooting
the rear of the block. An additiona of a deer Mr. Murphy is very reticent
window baa be*n put Id, making th
but those who know him best feel not
end of the shop nearly all glaas, and witl tha slightest uncertainty in the matter.
i
the walls whitened a good light room
—Kennebec Journal.
made. B. L. Parlin, who has run a bar
1
ou
sold
nesa shop for some years, haa
Do you want to send the Democrat to
bia business to Mr. Clark, and expects t > some friend for a vear? The advertiseMr. Parlii 1 ment of Hobba' Variety Store, on the
work for him in the shop.
has been ill and confined to the hoiu 5 fourth page of this paper, tells how you
(or a week or to.
may do it.

us.
Then you can pay all your bills by
checks and need never worry about the safety of
your money or the danger of paying a bill twice

with

...W

J

j

Whenever you make a sale from the products of
your farm, come around and deposit the proceeds

the assortment

...

J

MI-O-NA

years.

Farmers :

I

will be '

·ν«·

MAINE:.

NOTICE.

Cummings

νττπ

April

early before

sntlBTLEFF * CO.

A.

are

depending on him to make his welfare secure.
There is only one sure way of doing this and that
is by keeping a bank account.

have arrived.

spirit

—

In

SHCRTLBFF * CO.

F. A. SHURTLEFF &

ClesDMi and bfautifie· the hair.
Promote· a luxuriant growth.
Never Falls to Bestore Gray
Hair to it· Youthful Color.
Cure· κιΐρ dimw· ft hair falling.
£Oc, aod tl.ftJ at Drugtl«M_

examinations

is the most independent of all workers. He is his
But
His acres are his kingdom.
own manager.
to be independent means that he must take care
of himself. It is his duty to himself and those

from 25 cts. to $1 50 each.

j

and cloth which she
hand loom. For years ehe made both
cloth and clothing for the entire family,
weaving many, many yards of cloth even
after she was more than 70 years old.
When the mills at Holyoke were founded she was one of the first weavers and
being an old band rendered much assistShe wove
ance to the beginners there.
while there a web of cotton to be sent to
the first world's fair being held in London in 1851 as Uolyoke's contribution to
the Massachusetts exhibit of cotton
Two days before she
manufacturers
died she lay in bed all day, for the first
day in 25 years.

A.

WORK BASKETS

South Paris,

PARIS,

our

The Han Who
"Drives the Plow

WASTE BASKETS

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

and

experienced Optician,

an

SOUTH

to think of
Goods.

Come in and make your selections
Is broken.
At the Pharmacy of

by

S. RICHARDS,

This season's assortment is fully up to the standard of former
basket to
years. We have all styles and sizes from the email lap
the large stands. Prices to suit every purse;—25 cts. to 95.00 each.
Also a good line of

Norway, Maine.

congratulations.

eight
the logging job.

der

F.

CO.

Holiday

In tbe District Court of tbe United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
WILLIAM C. SMITH,
A most enoffer their
of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of William C. Smith, in the
evening was the result. Mr.
:
Jackson took part in both supper and County of Oxford and district aforesaid
Notice Is hereby given that on the 20th day of
for one and
was
dance, with
Smith
William
C.
said
D.
A.
tho
1909,
Nov.,
for the other. Mr. Jackson is as well duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that tbe first
be held at the
will
his
creditors
of
of
man
a
meeting
sixty.
and strong as many
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
The annual roll call of the Congre- Paris, on the 8th day of Dec., A. D. 1909, at
on Thurs- 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
held
will
be
church
gational
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
Dec. 2d.
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
workmen find em- appointasuch
of
other business as may properly
transact
& Sons come before said meeting.
ployment with C. B.
C. E. Freeman has ι South Paris, Nov. 30, 1909.
at New Gloucester.
WALTER L. GRAY,
oxen and four horses at work on
Referee in Bankruptcy.

Norway's

*

Nearly time

PARM£NTER, Optician,

HE~ eecond
birthday Saturday evening with
Some fifty
an oyster supper and dance.
of Mr. Jackson's friends gathered to

day,
Many

Our Mechanical work is done
made by an Optometrist.

MAINE.

....

RHTBTLEFF

Two 1200 pound horses, one twoyear old colt.
F. H. DeCOSTER,
47*9 R. F. D. No. i, South Paris.

Felch

health.
A chicken pie supper was served at
Charles E. Freeman's Thursday evening.
The supper was under tbe auspices of
the Grange.
Abner Jackson celebrated hiseighty-

appetite

their

the world,

in

to apply to â specialSince the word "OPTOMETRIST" U * new one,coined
la In order. W«biter1·
ist of marked proficiency, an explanation of It· meaning
"One (killed In
a·:
an
OPTICIAN
defines
new International Dictionary
«
Instrumenta."
optic*—one who deals In optical glasses and
mechanical
the
knowledge
A MANUFACTURING OPTICIAN possesses
«
All
to
la competent
of grinding, etc la familiar with optical paraphernalia, and
an order from the OPTOMETRIST.
tell whether or not
A DISPENSING OPTICIAN sells glasses, etc., and can
the OPTOMETRIST.
a lens Is ground according to the Instruction!) of

SCIENTIFIC
But an OPTOMETRIST le fortified With the ADDITIONAL AND BROADERto the
proper
KNOWLEDGE of the laws of vision and of the organ of sight which la eaaential
fitting of glasses.
AND
RECTIFY
of
defect
or
a
miction
sight
the
locate
AN OPTOMETRIST can test the eyes,
IT by prescribing the proper lensea.
You cm not
When the eyes need attention, ALWAYS CONSULT AN OPTOMETRIST.
of vision.
afford to be carelcss with so Important a faculty as the sense

& COMPANY.

TOLMAN

E.

C.

SOUTH

Better for Your Eyes.

ORGANS.

AND

PIANOS

Optometrist it would be

•

We handle only the high grade instruments.
We represent the EQUITABLE LIFE INSURANCE
CO. of New York; the strongest in the world.
Send us a postal and it will receive prompt attention.

Horses For Sale.

Mrs. Alta Schnuer has returned from
the Central Maine General Hospital at
Lewiston, where she has been for some
weeks. She is rapidly recovering her

joyable

of EDy

vw

assets are in the millions;
In Rumford, Nov. 15, by Rev. J. A. LaFlamme,
of
settlement
in
Mr. Kred Rors of Rumford and Mise Sadie E. ^prompt
Ayotic of Roxbury.
losses and liberal in adjustment of same. We also sell

In Rumford, Oct. 19. by Rev. Harold L. Han-1
son, Mr. Ernest McGray of North Waterford
and M lee Nellie White of Roxbury.

Every Optician Were An

47tf
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M
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Bolster.
Mrs. M. E.
Mrs. Mary S wife of Mellen E. Bolster. of Portland, who died on the 12th
inst., was a native »f Hanover. She was
born on June 9. lS4tl, the only daughter
among seven children of George Ezra
and Julis Ann (B»rtlett) Smith. She received her early education in tho village
school of her native place, and at the old
academv that existed for years in Gorham, Me., then taught school in Hanover and the adjoining town of Bethel,
and elsewhere. On October 3, 1870. at
her home in Hanover, she was united in
marriage to Mr. Bolster, who in 1S0Ô had
village of
gone from the neighboring
Rumford Point to engage in business in
made
have
Portland. In that city they
their residence ever since. On the first
Sunday after their arrival they began to
attend the services of High Street church
of which Mrs. Bolster became a member
on June i, 1SS9, and with many of the
interests of which she has been actively
Identified during the last thirty-nine

Plymouth Rock Pullets.

Will pay top market grlcee.
R. Ο. PORTE», Norway.

-ne

INSURANCE

j

aud sand. Work on the reservoir has
been suspended for a few days for waut
of cement, but is now resumed. It is
planned to lay the main on 1'ark Street
the Square this
the river to
from
week, as if it freezes it will freeze so
much harder there than it will in the
turf on the other side of the river.

Barred

Pulp

Annie Jenne, tbe very popular teacher
Poor deluded victims!
at the middle primary school, on account 1!
Continually sprinkling and spraying
of poor health, resigns her position this
stomach dosing.
and
term.
What are you doing it for?
Perry Russell is visiting in Maiden,
Trying to kill the catarrh germs?
Maes., for a few weeks.
Might just as well try to kill a cat with
Joeiah W. Richardson and Porter Seanew barn fresh milk.
vey are at work on Mr. Porter's
Sticking a piece of chewing gum in the
on Summer Street.
corner of the right ear
The new Grange Hall is nearly com- upper left hand
Willard H. Sawtelle.
slaughter just as many germs.
pleted. The carpenters fiuish their! would
(Uyile Park, Maae., Gazette.)
the germs that cause
kill
You can't
work this week, and it is expected that
Willard Halo Sawtelle died Tuesday I the
will be dedicated during catarrh unless you get where they are.
building
You can get where the germs are by
morning at his home, 2S9 Milton Street, : the first days of December.
the powerful yet
ifter several weeks' illness. Mr. SawCharles Bradford while away on his breathing Ilyomei,
telle was one of the foremost men in the annual
a 200- soothing antiseptic, which is prepared
captured
trip
bunting
immunity and was much admired by pound bear.
especially to kill catarrh germs.
It gives
ill who knew him. He bad been a resi- J
Just breathe it in, that's all.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel L. Brett of Otiswas
and
It is guarminutes.
lent of Readville for 20 yearn
field will observe their golden wedding joyful relief in five
its
best
&
with
interests, relig-,
identified
F. A. Shurtleff
Co., to curs
Saturday, Nov. 20th. They haye invit- anteed by
back.
iously, socially and as a business man.
ed their many Norway friends to visit catarrh, or money
Mr. Sawtelle was the son of William
| It is sold by leading druggists everytbem at tbat time.
in11. and Sarah Bray Sawtelle, and was
Samuel J. Record was one of a party where. A complete outfit, including
Extra bottles !>0c.
t)orn in Lowell, Mass., Jan. 24, 1849. of hunters to visit East Stoneham the haler, costs .$1.00.
lie received hie early education in Wie- first of the week.
The party captured a Cures sore throat, coughs and colds.
:onsin where his father engaged in the deer.
"I take especial pride in recommendas I
lumber business in 1850. Comiig east :
Frank H. Hurd and W. F. Young left ing Hyomei to asthmatic sufferers,
went into the flour
is a remedy
η later years, he
for a few days' hunting in Up- know by experience that it
Saturday
Wilbusiness as sales agent for Fnxon,
that cures. I have not since using Hy; ton.
*
J
1
#—»u„
liams & Faxon of Boston, Mass., with an
omei had any recurrence of asthma.'1—
cil^cur b. auwi
he·
June
In
1882
R.
I.
in
Providence,
office
the first of 'be week. He will retaro in Mrs. Wm. Burton, Owosso, Mich.,
to superintend
went to Detroit, Mich
22, 1M9.
about one week with horses.
[»ne of their flour mills, coming to RendThe Avery Strong Dramatic Company
ville in 1889 and associating himself will
eeveral
appear at the opera bouse
with his brother, Frank W. Sawtelle, in ι
evenings next week.
the coal and 'grain business under the
Co D'b regular evenings for drill are
Arm name of F. W. Sawtelle A Co , be the first and third Friday evenings in 1
being the senior member with offices at each month from 8 until 0:30 o'clock.
It relieves stomach misery, sour stomReadville and D >dham in which business
Mrs. X. O. French of Auburn was the
dishe was engaged at the time of his death.
Pike last ach, belching, and cores all stomach
Helen
and
of
Stella
guest
or money back. Large box of tabIn 1882 he married Ma M. Campbell, > week.
; ease
daughter of George F. and Angelina' Vivian Akers will paint the scenery lets 60 cents. Druggists in all towns.
Thorpe Campbell of Providence, R. I. and curtain for the stage at the new 1
He was a member of the Boston Chmn(«range Hall. Mr. Akers is the son of
ber of Commerce, the Ν. E. Retail Coal, Postmaster Charles S. Akers, and an
Experienced help in all department
Dealers1 Association, the Hyde Park artist of some merit.
of stitching room. Also can teach girlal
Business Men's Association and the Blue !
Miss Prince was in Boston and New
Call on, or address
Hill Evangelical Society of Readville. I York last week finishing the holiday to stitch shoes.
MISS SMITH,
He is survived by his widow and his
I
buying.
at stitching room of B. F. Spinney & Co.,
brother, Frank W. Sawtelle, and a sister,
There is to be a Star Entertainment
47
Mrs. James H. Clark of South Paris, Me. I coarse in the Norway Opera House un- Norway, Maine.

of the water

Thanksgiving Observance.
The usual union Thanksgiving service

CANDIDATE.

Kidney Pal··.

Union Thanksgiving meeting
j held
PLEASANT WAY
at the M. E. church Wednesday Δ
evening, the 24th. All are cordially in- I TO CURE
CATARRH
J vited to attend.

system is uow laid from the reservoir
through the woods and over the crest of
the ridge into AImon Churchill's pastme.
Across the pasture as far as the road it
will be pretty rocky digging, but after
the road is crossed it will be light gravel

Besides a large circle of friends, Mrs.
Bolster leaves a husband, two stepdaughters, one of whom is Mrs. Harry
D. Hastings of Bethel, a son and a
daughter of her own, and four brothers,
two of whom are George L. Smith and
Edwin P. Smith of Hanover.

A

THAT

or

I offer (or
my pair of hortea. They weigh
about twelve hundred pound» each, wl I work or
drive tingle or double: safe and absolutely fear·
Will be aold together or sepleae of all objecta.
.i
m le

—·

IF

Wanted.

Horses For Sale.

NOTICE·
In the Diatrtct Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
In tbe matter of
JOHN McMBN'NAMIN,
J In Bankruptcy,
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditor· of John McMennamln, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice le hereby given that on the 23d day of
Jan., A. D. 1009, the said John McMennamln was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrst
meeting of his creditors. will be held at the
offlce of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square^South
Parts, on the 8th day of Dec., A. D. 1909, at
10 o'clock in the forenoon, at which time tbe
FREE, to Boys and Girl*, Flexible Flyer, "The said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
In Albany, Nov. 7, to tbe wife of Abner Kima trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
The
«led
In
the
world.
flctl
tbat
ateera."
beat
appoint
ball, a son.
other business as may properly
In Gilead, Nov, to the wife of Jack Mc- You can easily secure one within a few days by traneact such
work.
Some
have
In
a come before said meeting.
a
little
doing
pleasant
Phereon, a son.
Nov.
19.19Ô9.
South Paris,
In Norway, Nov. 12, to the wife of Harry F. few hours. Be the flrit lo your town. Write
WALTER L. GRAY,
today, stating your age. Λ postal card will do.
Ford, a daughter.
Referee In Bankruptcy.
W.
9
I.
155
East24th
St
York
.New
Davis,
City.47
In EaH Hiram, Nov. 19, to tbe wife of Charles
Gllnex, a daugh'er.
In New Britain, Ct., Nov. 17, to the wife of
William Κ. Ho'.m?e, a daughter.
Qur Companies are the peers

tend.

j
Tiany years.
If elected, I should endeavor to give a
all
of
the
enforcement
lull and impartial
awe, and should exercise the same dili-1
tence especially in the enforcement of
he liquor laws as I have so far done,
which I think would be satisfactory in I
:his county of strict enforcement.
j
I should also be so situated that 1
at
the
ihould make my headquarters
;ounty buildings, and devote my time to
;he duties of the office, without interference by other business.
Harry D. Cole.

At the morniog service at the Baptist
church Sunday, the pastor, Rev. J. Wallace Chesbro, read hie resignation, to
Mr.
take effect the first of January.
Chesbro bas accepted a call to the pasin
Rantorate '>f the Baptist church
dolph. Yt. It is just five years since he
with the
gave his first sermon here, and
first of January he will complete a five
years' p istorate of the church. Both as
minister and as a public-spirited citizen
Mr. Chesbro has been of much service in
the community, and his departure will
be a distinct loss.
main

BE

ANNOUNCES

Wo Backache

I

The officers of the Philathea Class are
as follows:
President—Myrtle llxskell.
Vice-President-Gladys Buck.
Secretary—Maud Mixer.
Treasurer—Jennie Mann.
The officers of the Junior Endeavor of
the Congregational church are:
President—Francl* Ctnndler.
Vice Preel ent—Mtrlon Bangs.
Treasurer—Howard Chick.
Secretary—Francis Andrews.
believe their
good
Mnnv Pprcnnc
Carrie Tucker and Delia Noyes enter- many
rersons wh)|C all the eyesight
time a slight,
tain at Miss Tucker's on Main Street scarcely noticeable strain Is raising havoc with
optic nerve. In time come headaches, nervTuesday evening for the benefit of the the
Prevention is betousness and other ailments.
candy table for tbe Universalist church ter than cure. "Let us do the preventing."
fair iu December. All ladies and genOPTOMETRIST,
tlemen of the parish are invited to at-

South Paui8, Nov. 20, 1901».
Editor Democrat:
I wish to announce through your
rolurans that I shall be a candidate for
;he Republican nomination for eheriff of
)xford County next year.
Coming last January to take the
j-isition of jailer from Woodstock, I
ihould consider that my nomination I
would give recognition to the claims of I
;hat strong Republican town, which has
iad no share in the county offices for

way, including soloe, duets, quartets,
and a double quartet. A good generous
collection was received, which will be
used by the Christian Endeavor Society,
under whoso auspices the concert was
given, in making Tbauksgiving brighter
for those who are unable to do it for
themselves.

The twelve-inch

COLE

WILL

An additional copy of Geo. Barr McMrs. Frank E. Barrows has been called
Cutcbeon's most popular novel, "Brew- to Bolster's Mills by the illness and
ster's Millions," has been placed in the death of her father, Leander D>rman,
public library here so that all who have j who died Friday uight. Mr. Dorman
not read the same can have a chance to was S4 years of age, and had been in
do so before the play is presented at the good physical health and with bis faculEmpire Theatre, Lewiston, next month. ties unimpaired. He was at one time a
resident of Bucktield, but had lived at
If you care to sit up late enough to Bolster's Mills for over
forty years.
observe it, or turn out in the dead vast
The full board of prison inspectors of
and middle of the night, there will be a
total eclipse of the moon next Saturday the state met the county commissioners
last
morning, the moon entering the shadow at their November meeting herematter
An Tuesday for a conference on the
a. m. and leaving it at 5:09.
at
in connection
eclipse of the moon is not so rare a of building a workshop
matter was
phenomenon that it will probably induce t with the county jail. The
fully gone over, but as it was evidently
many to leave their good warm beds.
too "late for any work this season, no
Some of the Portland papers make the detinite conclusion was reached, and the
interesting statement that while in this whole matter was left in abeyance for
part of the country we have had plenty the present.
•i rain, southern New England is
very |
heard the annual
dry. It my be so as to this part of the | A large audience
if
we Thanksgiving concert at the Congregaas
country, but it looks to us here
needed considerable rain yet before the tional church Suuday evening. A tine
was given
ground closes up, or the springs acd programme of sacred music
wells are going to be low before the by the b»'St of the local singers, with the
assistance of Miss Lona Noble of Norwinter is over.
Lewis T. Bryant of Foxcroft died at
his home Monday of last week. He had
been ill with pneumonia, but was ap-,
He was 38 years of
I irently recovering.
Mr. Bryant was at the head of a
i^e.
spool business in Foxcroft. He formerwith his family
y for a number of years
resided at South Paris, and built the
house near the Baptist church now own- i
ed by Mr. Maxwell.

D

will can net only ft fresh cold, bat one of those
stubborn cough· that usually hang on for months.
Glvett ft trial and prove ita worth. 25c. 60c· |1.00.
47-SO

you have pains in|the back, urinary, bladder |
"Wanted, a Confidential Clerk," was orIfkidney
trouble, dizziness and lack of enera
presented after the supper in a very
hundred
one
manner.
Nearly
pleasing
and thirty were seated at the tables.
SAMPLE FREE. Address The Mother"Gray
Λ special meeting of the Board of Co Le Boy, Ν. T.
47 501
Wood Wanted.
Trade was held at Engine House Hall on
When
Become
Rubber·
Ifeceeaarjr
the evening of Nov. 10, at 7:30 o'clock,
Delivered at any station on the
to consider the proposition of a manu- And your shoe· pinch, Allen'· Foot-Ease, a powder to be shaken Into the shoes, Is just the thin*
Berlin and
facturing company, employing fifty to use. Try It for Breaking In New Bhoes Bold Grand Trunk between
bands, to locate in town. Immediate Everywhere, 25c. Don't accept ang lubititutr. Portland. Also White Ash bolts.
M. DAY,
steps were taken to secure the firm. It 47410
J.Rrvont'c
is understood the concern makes boxes,
Ρλλ
Pond, Me.
Bryam's
43*
has good backing, and will lease a buildBorn.

Sec. *n<l Treas.—C. P. Barnes.
Board of Directors—C. S. Akere, L. M.
•n't F. A. -Mann.

For Nomination a s Sheriff.
I ARB Y

The men'» class at the Uolveraaliat
church gave an oyater aupper at Concert
Hall
Tuesday evening. The farce,

tickets.
The officers elected at the Norway
Base Ball Association meeting Friday
evening resulted as follows:
President—Charles 3. Akere.
Vice President—L. M. Felch.

There were no ushers.
A large reception for about 250 guests
Followed the ceremony. Mrs. Perham,
mother of the bride, assisted in receiving the guests, wearing a handsome
gown of wistaria crepe moteor trimmed
in touches of gold.
Among the out-of-town guests present
were Miss Annie L. Ricker, sister of the
bridegroom, of Cherryiield, Me., and
Vliss Helen Burnham Rowe of New
fork, one of the bridesmaids, both of
whom were house guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Perham.
Lieutenant and Mrs. Ricker left Washngton shortly after the reception for
;heir wedding trip, and their future
îume in Mt.
Vernon, Ν. H., where
Ueutenant Ricker is stationed. Mrs.
fticker wore for traveling a handsome
ailored suit of dark green French vene:ian cloth, made in tunic effect, and
îeaviiy braided, with a green silk beaver
îat trimmed with black plumes and a
fold rosette.

E. Wilson was visited over
Sunday by her brother, Charles M. Cole,
and his friend, Mr. Sanders, of Boston,
who are on their way to Bryant's Pond
to spend Thanksgiving and do some
deer hunting.

t ν es

Ms.

years.

Mrs. Η.

AZtlifilf'l IiinVe BAUiM

NOBWAT.

A beautiful

The
should
Think it over,
stores.

woman

Plush Lined Fur Trimmed Coats at
These are
See them
Gordon Furs

popular dressy

coats

$20

and

$26.

for cold weather.

If we do not Ir ve the kind of Coat you want, let
have one made just as you want.

F. H. NOYES CO.

•outil Parie

us

Norway

<

Avoidthe thin Ice

Of sickness by keeping stomach, liver, bowels and blood in a
An occasional dose of the true
state of good health.
'L. F." Atwood's Bitter» is all you need. They
strengthen the weakened organs and tone up
the whole system to a condition of perfect
Relieve constipation when all else
health.
fails. JJ cents a bottle at your dealer's.

Free!

-

Free!

Free!

-

The Land of
Puzzledom.
(

of Inter··* to U» UwUm

Oorrespondanoe on topic·
Ueofictted. Addnw: Kdltor Bouuunu1
Oounor, Oxford Democrat, South Pari·, Me

How to Um Left-over·.

~

.Λ,

No. W. insertion*.
MU. β. T. BOBBB.
1. Put one thousand Into a stamp
The very beet of flavoring to aoope
and get a coin: loto a falsehood -and and aanoea may be given bj oalng the
get a fruit; Into a sharp noise and get small quantities of vegetable· that may
ceremony. 2. Put one hundred Into an be left over after a meal.
Two or three tableapooDfnla of atewed
animal and get a boat: Into an t>ld
tomatoes may be pnt aalde and added to
fashioned cereal food and get a rogue.
roasted beef gravy or aoap.
3. Put fifty into a lid and get a flower:
Half a capful of peas will garnish and
into a rug and get a brewery product; flavor a breakfast omelet
Into
into an lota and get a bump;
A oupful of mashed potatoes mixed
money and get a striking noise; into a with an equal qnantity of finely chop
collection of tents and get a fastening; ped left-over cold meat, heated carefully,
Into relations and get an oven. 4. Put and garnished with toast, will make an
not In the clergy and admirable luncheon or breakfast dish.
ten into

people

get looseness: Into a Dutch farmer and
Crusts and crumb·of bread leftover
get a member of a secret society in
China. 5. Put nine into a pigpen and from the table should be dried, put aside
for rolling and dipping, or to be used in
get many more.
scalloped dishes, or mixed with a few
No. 699.—Charades.
i.

My first so fair before me lies
1 should not third if I should rise
To second It ere daylight tiles.
So In ray hand my whole 1 seise
And bid farewell to thought of ease
Until my first, so smooth, must please.
IL
My first is unpleasant to wear or to view.
My second In AprU comes first.
My third helps to furnish our table with

sweets.
Though of enemies one of the worst
My whole Is an Insect. 'Twas worshiped
of old
And Is found In the tombs of Egyptians.
I'm told.

Nation'*

HOMEM ABBES' COLUMN.

sliced apples, and baked and served
dinner dessert.

as a

TWBLVB

ΘΒΒΑΤ

Playground.
PABKS

ESTABLISHED SIR OB

HAVE

BIB»

1872.

The nation that lead· the world to
feverish Dualneea activity require» playground· aa well as workshop·. If we
•spire to maintain indu atrial aupremacy
we most perforce think of conserving
not only minerals, bnt men. Argument·
for soenio preservation need not be llmltod to esthetic or aentimental poatnlatea.
The playground· of the nation are
eaaentlal to (ta very life. Nor can the
materiallat tnrn aside from thla demand
of the tlmea for no greater vaine oan be
won for monntaln slope· and rushing
river· than through the utilization of
natural scenery in the development of
the citizens.
John Mnir has justly termed the
mountain parks fountain· of life. Here
can be had the recreation that makes for
increased and maintained efficiency. The
appreciation of the beautiful in nature
should become more and more an American characteristic, and In theae days of
oatlonal atock taking we do well to inventory the nation'a wealth In wild

scenery.
The national policy of preserving the
and
Economical marketing does not mean best of America for the present
la well fixed. Since
the purchasing of inferior articles of future enjoyment
estabhave been
food. Buy perishable materials of the 1872 12 national parka
the public domain withbest quality in small quantities, and use liahed, including
an aggregate
with
and in aa many atatea,
In roasts
them economically.
of 3,500,000 acrea. In addition to
•teaks, both expensive dishes, there al- area
theae reservations there have been creatways will be, in spite of careful buying,
ed aince
1906, 18 national monupieces left over. These pieces may be menta In June,
nine atatea, with a total area of
used for croquettes, oecils, ragouts, curGrand

The Wars of
Our Country
XXVIII.—War For Texas

Independence

Ν army of 4,000 Mexi-

surrounded
old mission
fort near San Antonio, Tex., seeking vainly for an

cans
an

undefended
to attack.

spot

Their

pounded

the ancient walls,
and their sharpshooters lay in
wait for sight of any defender who
might recklessly expose himself to the

Treasurer's Offlce.
F tret Class Far· «l.OO.
Aufufta, Oct. 87,180·.
ItotorMnu fl.OO.
Pursuant to Chap. », See. A. of the Bevtsed
Statutes, m amended by Chap. 4M of the Public
"Governor Dingley" or
Steamships
offlce
Treasurer's
Laws of 1909,1 will at the State
State" leave Pranklln
at August*, on the thirtieth day of November "Bay
Wlurf,
deed
br
and
Μ
aell
week
Α
convey
next, at 11 o'clock
Portland,
days at 7 p. u., for Bosto the highest bidder, all the Interest of the State ton.
la the tracta of land hereinafter dcacrlbed, lying
la unincorporated townships aald tracta having
Rtttrnlng
been forfeited to the State for non-par ment of
Leave Union Wharf. Boston, we«k
State and County tax», certified to the Treasurer
of State tor the year 1907. The aale and convey- day» at7 p. u.t for Portland.
ance of each tract will be made subject to a right
In the owner or part owner whose rights have
Through tickets on sale at principal
been forfeited, to redeem the same at any time railroad stations.
within one year t'tar the sale, by paving or
tendering to the purchaser his proportion of
Freight rate· a· low aa other linea.
wbst the purchaser paid therefor at the stle with
J. F. LISCOMB, General Aèrent,
Interest at the rate of twenty per cent per annum
fn m the time of sale, and one dollar for release,
Portland, Me.
or such owner may redeem bis Interest by pay·

Was Trained.

It often seems au actual pity tbat
cannot talk, they bare
so much seuse and understand people
■o much better than many of us think
do. Somebody says we ought to
I

some au I nulls

endless fusillade. Within the fort were
about 140 American men and perhaps
forty women and children. One of
the most sensational dramas in American history was being enacted.
Here are the events that led to it.
Texas was part of the republic of
Mexico, but as time went on thou-

treat animals like ladlee and gentlemen if we. wish to understand them.
Many wise students of animal life declare the elephant Is the wisest of all

creatures below the human kingdom.
It Is certain, though, tbât no creature
Is more capable of feeling and expressing love for a human being than
lu a menagerie In New
nu elephant,
York the keeper of the animals bas a
daughter. When she was twelve her
father told her a young female elehad Just been brought to the

Ιηκ as aforesaid to the Treasurer of State as provided In Chap. 9, aec- M of the Revised Statutes.
No tract, however, will be sold at a price lees
than the full amount due thereon for such uncosts,
paid State and County taxes, Interest and
as described In the following schedule :
A No. 1
A No. 1

ately

elephant

child and went immedi-

MAINE

to see It.
The animal knew the little girl was
its friend and trusted her from the

First
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gives the best

for eating

Quaker Oats
experiments

gland—this

gland

nourishing

(youth),

Scotch)
porridge
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Bigger
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package.
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SPECIMEN COPIES

will be mailed free on request. It will j
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Mouldings yL

:

LUTHER TUCKER A. SON.
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Portrait Work

Sepia

and Oil

a

specialty.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L, M. TUFTS,

KLKI'ilANT AND GlKt, TKAINEK.

She fed and petted it. Soon she
The
lo I rain it to do tricks.
uain thing was to make the elephant
It
understand (lie trainer's words.
lirst.

began

first taught to stand upon its hind
feet. A pulley and chain were jisetl
to lift the elephant's fore feet geutly,
while the little girl kept saying, "l'p,
up. up!" continually. A short lesson
of this kind was given several times,
and after each one the girl fed her pet
two loaves of bread and some apples,
of which It was very f< i;d.
After awhile the elephant reared its
great IhmIv uj»oii the liind feet of its
own accord when the girl said "L'p.

Purest F1 our

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

was

"Of the various qualities (
talned from the same wheat. :
grades are those most cunt;»·
with grease, dirt, and obj. t
bacteria : the freedom of rt
these, increases with its pi:r;t·.
Paop. Wm J*
thr tcfll kuutcn English

Patents

The purity of William Tel
due to the costly equipment :i
!
ceptional care to keep the gflour clean.
The wheat is stored in hermeti .vly
aealed tanks at the big mills of
& Burk Co.
Before grinding, it is cle
times.
Neither grain nor flour ever
anything but the bright, cle
faces of dust-proof machiner
the flour bags are sewel

TRADE MARKI

Designs
Copyrights Ac.

description

may
Anyone «ending a sketch and
qnlcklr ascertain our opinion free whether an
Invention is probably patentable. Communie»,
tloiuatrlcUv coiifldontud. HANDBOOK ou Patents

up!" Then, after some more training,
the pupil beinir always rewarded after
each lesson, ι lie little girl would simply walk backward, holding a pole
with prunes on It in front of her, and
the elephant would rear upon its bind
feet and walk upright after the girl.
This was the most dilUcuIt trick for
the elephant to learn.

aent free, oldest aaencr for securwf patenta.
Patents taken through Μιιηη A Co. receive
tptcial notice, without chante, In the

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest dr.
dilation of any scientific journal. Terms, 93 a
k>ld by all newsdealers.
rear: four months, SI. Sold
·*

New York
Sunn 8 Co.»™"·'"'· l.."
Branch Offloe. «26 Κ Ht,

machinery.

William Tell comes to you f
the mills with all the brilliant
that only Ohio wheat can make
Ask your dealer, and insist

Washington,
Ington, 1D. &

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

THE TWO PUPILS.

having—

Cleanse an»! beautifies the hair.
Pruniottf a luxuriant growth.
Never Pails to Restore Ο ray
Ηλϊγ to
Youthful Color.
Cures κι ρ i! 'au'i ii hair failing.
40c. and |l.uuat Prugirts

How Their Teacher Determined Which
Was the Wiser.

William Tell

Here is the story of the "Two I'upils." whose moral, which you will
read again when you have ûulshed the
story, is, "A wise pupil who protlts by

Instni· tlou Is the delight of tiie master."
In u certain great city there dwelt
an aged philosopher who had two favorite pupils. The day came at last
when lie was to part with tlietu, fur,
as young men will, they were determined to travel and see something of
the world. In order to settle a doubt
In his mind as to which had most profited under his instruction, the sage
gave to cadi youth a sum of money.
"(Jo buy with this money something
that shall till a whole room," he said.
One pupil hied him to the market,
where he purchased a quantity of
straw. This he had taken to his room,
which it nearly tilled. Next morning
he invited his master to call and see
what he had done.
"Not bad. not bad!" commented the
wise man when he had glanced in at
the door. Then, turning to the other
pupil who had accompanied him, lie

For Sale
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of$hΛ
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Ring Tot·.
This came, resembling quoits. Is ver\
popular on shipyard. It is also stilt
itble for home piny. Indoors or out

Have a flat block of w<»>d for a firm
base and in the «-enter of this firmlj
Ux an upright stick some fifteen or
pighjeen inches hl^li and a I tout as
large as a broom handle. A number of
;mall hoops-ns many as you diooseearying in diameter from four to eisht
nr ten Inches, may Ih> wrapped with
strips of bright colored fabrics to make
Iheni easily distinguishable and less
noisy when they full oil the floor
Standing at η prearranged distance
iron) the post, the game Is to throw
the rings so that they will catch on. A
jertaln number for game may Is·
jgrei-d upon, and each ring that en
rlrcles the post counts f«»r game a<··
•ordinc to the size of the rititr. the
«mailer ones connting rintcli lile'ter.
'hey -ire m«»ri» ditfi'U.t to pitu e

a*
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I have a lot of second hand

Furniture, Sleighs, Carriages and other goods

Jeweler and Graduate Optieian.

new

Cash paid for goods when bou*,'

and I sell for

I handle real estate, buying
ng, also surety bonds.

Register

428

Albert D. Park.

A LOW PRICE

A new Township and Railroad Map ol
Maine Revised to date.
Every OFFICE and HOME needs ii
for handy reference.

—

Wool

Price, Postpaid, $2.00.
M.

*·

Towns.

Full Statistics of All State Interests

ORENVILLE

or

Auction rooms, No, 2, Western Av?.

Complete Business Directories
Of ao Cities and

''

same.

If you have anything you wis!.
sell or have sold at private sale l-ri
it in.

NORWAY, MAINE.
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and second hand for

sale.
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—

SECOND HAND FURNITI R

HILLS,

The

INCLUDING

DON H AM,

Publisher,

390 Congress St., opp. City Building
(4-47
PORTLAND, MAI >E.

A new Lot
of Plumbing Goods.
The best of
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and fee this line. JobNo
bing· promptly attended to.
charge for team.

Xj. M. Longloy,
Norway.
Maine.
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Carpets

close out odd patterns ami chstock.

Chas, F, Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

I Î0RWAY,

MAIi\c.

ord

(ooking-R^n
9*8
Range
Winner!
*0

a
range that we
hearts. The
old End introduced
on
top —the
Hearth is last year has
fire,
won
making their ashes fall into
gtfne—there
longer.
a
The Ash removal
Hod far is more
coal.
below the
Three sizes,Hod wheneasy and the grate
room

••Palace,"emptied is returnedtofulllast
"Castle,"
of
famous
Damper, Patented
Crawford
Backed Oven,
features are "Fortress."
Grate, Cup-Joint
Improved
Mad· by
Oven present: Single
Walker * Pratt Oven Indicator, Flues, Asbestos
Mff. Co.,
booklet

tAtl

now

Rooms.

STOCKS OF GOODS

OurJV,
%/iirmew
The new

all

VTL

am

sorts of

asked:
"And

what have you bought with
your money V"
"Master, if it please you, I have got
oul.v a small lamp and some oil. The
light of this lamp, however, will till
the room in the dark evening hours.
By this means we may continue our
studies, after the day Is done, when we
wisli to do so."
"Bravo, bravo!" cried the delighted
"Now, indeed, art thou tit to
sage.
go into the world!"
And he judged that the purchase of
the second pupil was the wiser.—Chicago News.

by

N. D. Bolster Co.

Building the
Saving

SON,

"ST

In qualification* of editorial staff.
Give· the agricultural NEWS with α Λ> r-*»
of completeness not even attempts! I >-

in Crayon, Water color,

Portland Cement

CASTORIA
Tie KM Ym Han Alwiys Buffet

Every department written by §r- claliiu, Ota
hifhestautlwrttieeln their reepei | -,j%.
No other paper pretends to compare with It

A. KENNEY,
South Paris.
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βBJSgjji EDISON
WALKER

Me.

Picture Frames
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(meaning

Quaker

J.

THÎ

Laity Afficnltml toriial of ite Mi

Mats, Mirrors

The highest medical authority
London,
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For sale

and fir.
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Variety

Sir James Crichton Browne, LLD.—F.R.S.

W. M. PBNNELL, Manager,
National Bank Bldg., Portland,

Spruce

THE

foods,

Thi ONLY Agricultural NEWSpaper,

Sheathing.

PERSON bringing the largest number
of this entire advertisement to Hobbs'
Variety Store, Norway, Saturday, March
No. 8-20, King
P. M., will receive
5, 1910,
$60.00, FREE. Ask
Kineo Range, valued
advertisebegin

on

GENTLEMAN

BUREAU,

REALTY

11,1

COUNTRY

1 R*
β,.'Λ

IA/A KITCn RKA L KSTATE OK EVERY
WAN I LU DESCRIPTION TO SELL.
We have Agencies In all the large cities of I
Write for our descriptive letter
the country.
showing our methods.

sands of American farmers, cattlemen,
pioneers, hunters, etc., were lured by
the richness' and promise of the land
to cross the frontier and settle within

The
over l,5O0,0CD acres.
canyon
ries and brown stews.
forest in Arizona and
Never purchase the tender, expensive and the petrified
the natural bridgea in Utah are the moat
pieces of meats for stews, soups, Hamnotable of the national monumenta.
burg steak or cannelon; nor purchase
Of the national parks the Yellowstone, Its borders.
the same chicken for roasting that you
the Monnt Rainier
The latter, for the most part, refused
No. 700.—Singular and Plural.
would for a fricassee. Buy spring chick- the Yosemite, and
The secretary of
are the beat known.
Example: Slugular, a straight line; ens for broiling, yearlings for roasting, the interior is the federal officer charged to become Mexican citizens or In any
to help the country of their adopplural, a flower. Answer, row. rose. and fowls for a fricassee.
with the administration of these national way
Soon they went even further.
1. Singular, a refusal: plural, part of
reservations and Congress makes annual tion.
the Idea of becoming part
the face. 2. Singular, a month; plural,
Save all the bones left on the carving appropriations for their maintenance, Not llkiug
a
labyrinth. 3. Singular, to join; plate, whether beef, mutton or veal, as those for the current year amounting to and parcel of so weak and degenerate
plural, a tool. 4. Singular, the covering well as the juice left in the carving- $175,000. The present policy is to make a land as Mexico, these Americans deresources for ckled to rebel and make Texas an Ina
of certain animals; plural, a shrub. dishes, for soups and stock. The solu- the utilization of these
at 3
ble portions which these bones contain recreation available to the greatest num- dependent nation under their own
melt.
to
not
5.
mauy;
plural,
Singular,
at
are as necessary as any other part of our ber of people by building roada and
rule.
6. Singular, bright; plural, to look
food. On ironing day, when you are trails, issuing maps and safeguarding
to
save this
to
friends
A convention of American settlers
to
7.
your
eteep; plural,
Singular,
closely.
visitors
of
and
comfort
health
the
several
a
for
have
fire
to
hours,
obliged
a contusion.
8. Singular, the heart of cover the bones with cold water, bring through sanitary improvements
and was called on April 1, 1833, and a conment for you.
Samuel Houston,
fruit; plural, unpolished. 9. Singular, to boiling point; skim, and simmer superviaion of the transportation and stitution adopted.
ΦΗΕ person bringing the largest number of this entire to call like a cat; plural, a goddess.
foremost man of all the delegates,
three hours; strain and put hotel concessions.
for
gently
Α
Store, Norway, on or 10. Slugular. a soft mass; plural, to aside, and you will bave a large bowl of
advertisement to Hobbs'
urged that they were not yet strong
Her Distress.
clear jelly, ready to use for soups or
enough to frame a declaration of Inbefore Friday, Nov. 26, 1909, at 3 P. M„ will be given a sleep lightly.—St. Nicholas.
Water is
tauces at a moment's notice.
Mary, aged fourteen, was found one dependence and for the time prevented
YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION to the OXFORD DEMOCB Ax\
a poor substitute, and stock should not day
by her older sieter sobbing and cry- such a step. He set to work forming
No. 701.—Riddle.
the
bones
cost a penny. In summer
the paper to be sent to some person not alrepdv a subscriber. Luster of mauy an ancient house
ing.
an army out of the widely scattered
ironon
Boil
a
for
week.
will not keep
"What is the matter?" she asked, with
And pride of many a new.
These will also apply on the King Kineo Range.
population and preparing for the strugis
it
on
and
baking day;
ing day
again
It brlghiens homes of man and mouse
great concern.
that was bound to come. Mexico,
gle
one
for
use
a
fire
to
to
to
me
view.
thing
have
asked
from
"Three boys
And hides defects
go
extravagaut
that all peaceful means failed,
finding
was
the
dance
the
unexpected
only.
to-night,"
resolved to crush the rebellion by force
Fragrant and fresh as flowers In spring.
reply.
Our season gives us proof.
"Well, my dear child, certainly that is of arms. General Santa Anna, with a
Yet somehow all avoid the thing
In every day cooking there is a con- not such a terrible misfortune."
Mexican army 5,000 strong, marched
And try to keep aloof.
stant demand for half a pint or a pint of
"Yes, but I told the first one I would Into Texas early in 1830. News of his
meat sauces require a little
stock—all
a
was
last
one
nature,
and
the
soft
and
too,
Of
clinging
long coming stirred the settlers to activity
go with him,
stock to give them flavor. A few pieces
Unless we take good care.
panter."
and quic k defense. At New Washingof green celery, not sufficiently tender to
Becomes attached to me or you
ton March 2, 1830. a declaration of InBefore we are aware.
serve uncooked, may be chopped fine
Resenting a Reflection.
was adopted, and Houston
and cooked in a pint of stock for thirty
of
dependence
mistress
The
Maid—My
Soprano's
But time still brings maturer grace,
minutes; then add a pint of milk; thick- had five bouquets thrown at her during was chosen commander In chief.
And time, you know. Is fleet,
more
reasons
en, and you will have a delicious cream her first act.
Meantime Santa Anna and 4,000
So soon It keeps Its proper place
of celery soup.
In manner most discreet.
The Contralto's Maid (disdainfully)— troops advanced on San Antonio. The
Indeed! How nice! I'll bet she paid for old Alamo mission there had been
them herself.
No. 702.—Pictured Word.
turned Into a fort and was defended
Half a pint of left-over tomatoes may
The Soprano's Maid—Of course she
be added to a pint of stock with thickenby Colonel William Travis and about
have
doesn't
have
to
did.
She
things 140 frontiersmen. The wives and chiling and a palatable seasoning of salt and
like some people I know do.
duces a big-boned, well-develIn an article published in the
pepper. This will make an excellent charged
dren of neighboring settlers bad also
clear tomato soup. Cut a few stale bits
Youth's Companion of Septem- oped, mentally energetic race.
Her Knowledge.
flocked thither for protection.
of bread into dice, toast and serve with
His
ber 23rd, 1909, Dr. Browne, the
prove that
On Feb. 23, 1836. Santa Anna surFather—Well, Carolyn, how do you
the soup.
rounded the fort and began his canlike school?
good oatmeal such as Quaker
great medical authority on
I Carolyn (aged six)—Ob, so much,1 nonade. trying 'o break down the
foods, says, about brain and Oats not only furnishes the best
Boiled potatoes that are left over papa!
walls or to hammer a breach In one
muscle building—
food for the human being, but
with
half
mixed
Father—That'a right, daughter. And of them wide enough for an attacking
may be chopped fine,
it strengthens and eneating
into
turned
cream
of
the quantity
sauce,
now what have you learned to-day?
"There is one kind of food
force to charge through. For ten days
a baking dish, and baked twenty minlarges the thyroid
Carolyn—I've learned the names of all the bombardment continued. The garthat seems to me of marked
utes.
is intimately connected
! the little boys.
value as a food to the brain and
—ι
✓
rison was so small that nearly every
I
with the
processes
man was kept ou duty day and night.
to the wholt* body throughout
ί "How do you overcome insomnia?"
the
of
The water In which rice is boiled Is
body.
the multiplication table up to 12 > News of their plight reached the-more
childhood and adolescence
"Say
add
totoo valuable to be thrown out;
In contusion he says—
times 12."
A handful of
distant settlements.
and that is oatmeal.
matoes to it and make a soup for the
"But I can't get the baby to learn it." brave backwoodsmen, led by Colonel
"It seems probable therefore
j
or
dinner.
luncheon
next day's
"Oats are the most nutritious that the bulk and brawniness of
the l>owle knife was
Water in which onions are boiled may A RELIGIOUS AUTHOR'S STATE- Bowie (for whom
of all the cereals, being richer
named) and by the famous Davy
the
be put over the bones with ordinary
the Northerners
MENT.
I
in fats, organic phosphorus and
Crockett, cut their way through the
water for stock making.
has been in some
Rev. Joseph H. Fesperman, Salisbury, Mexican
Water in which potatoes are boiled
lecithins."
army, and thirty-two of them
measure due to the stimulation
several
is
the
author
of
who
N.
C.,
should be thrown away; it contains a
succeeded in reaching the fort.
was
I
several
"For
writes:
the
oatmeal
years
of
books,
is
He says oatmeal
thyroid gland by
gaining
poisonous alkaloid and is unwholesome; evicted with
What sentiment is represented :
"We've come to die with you!" shoutkidney trouble and last
in childhood."
this is also true of the water in which
ground with the well-te-do of
with a ed Crockett as Travis welcomed the
stricken
was
winier
I
suddenly
■ieparagus is cooked, but the water in
The Scotch eat
Oats
Great Britain. He speaks of it
No. 703.—Transposed Letters.
severe pain in my kidneys and was con- pitiably small reinforcement.
which other vegetables are cooked is
because it is the best of all oatWe saw the ······ overhead
as the mainstay of the Scottish
fined to bed eight days unable to get up
Every one realworth saving.
To honor those In ····*· dead.
assistance. My urine contained ized the defense
meals.
•aborer's diet and says it proThe water in which peas, beans and without
*
white sediment and I passed could have but
We saw the people
along.
>
cauliflower are boiled may be added to a thick
and night. I comThe ······ led the evening song.
end.
Yet
oue
(be water in which a leg of mutton or same frequently day
s
Kidney Remedy, none would
beef was boiled, and carefully reduced menced taking Foley
His »·»·♦· rested for a space
yield. fV'
and the pain gradually abated and finally
Upon the altar's ·*···» of lace.
by rapid boiling, strained and put aside ceased and
They knew what
normal. I
became
urine
my
or soups.
for
sauces
to
use
""
He took the
with trembling hand.
cheerfully recommend Foley's Kidney mercy they might
As If to ···· each grain of sand.
expect from SanRemedy." F. A. Shurtleff «fe Co.
The sun, bright
of the day.
ta Anua. At last.
Meat is the most costly of all articles
■""·
he
women
should
course
"Of
Its
cast
vote,"
ray.
Upon his
on March (S, the
of food; hence, it is well for the houseas
the
said.
"Women
deserve
suffrage
wife to save all left-overe. The so-sailed
While facing **** he moved along
c a η η ο η tore a
thair
And toon his ***" umid the throng.
because much as men—more, because
Inferior
inferior pieces—not
breach lu the
aud
are
cleaner."
minds
purer
youth's Companion.
they contain lees nourishment, but sim"Cleaner?" cried the sweet young walls and the
ply because they are unsightly and the
"Of Mexicans rushed
bad taken to dinner.
be
thing
No. 704.—Anagram.
demand for such pieces is less—are exlu. Worn out as
ever and ever so much
CANE ANY SUN.
cellent for all such dishes as cannelon, course they are,
cleaner! But how do you know that?"
they were with
He lived on the "bottoms" of Illinois.
or Hamburg steaks, where the raw meat
so
much
"Because they change them
Where oftentimes fever and chllllnois.
fatigue, starvaIs chopped. Meats from soups may be
So he moved to Cheyenne.
tion and constant
If properly oftener," said be solemnly.
used for jellied meats.
But tinds now and theiine
ι
made they are palatable and appetizing,
fighting, the fiobtikq fob inImpassable mountain and hllllnols.
Make a note now to get Ely's Cream
and also nutritious.
dependence.
A mer lea lis twice
Balm if you are troubled with nasal cawith
drove back their assailants,
Letter Puzzle.
tarrh, hay fever or cold in the head. It
third charge
I have a large stock of Pianos that have been rented but one season
Twice a. once o. once n. once 1.
Use pieces of cold mutton for curry is purifying and soothing to the sensi- heavy losses. But at the
Once c. once t, once v—Oh, my!
and pilau. tive membrane that lines the air pas- the Mexicans, by sheer weight of numThis
and shall close them out at very low prices for the next sixty days.
What do they spell? Now quickly tell. ball*, bobotie, boudins, klope
for
cold sages. It is made to overcome the dis- bers, gained a foothold inside the indaintiest
the
Use
serving
pieces
For 1 am sure you love it well.
is the best opportunity to obtain a piano or organ that has ever been offerFlavor mutton salads with ease, not to fool the patient by a short, closure. There was no surrender. All
or in salads.
Answer.— Vaca t ion.
mint or capers; beef with tomato or deceptive relief. There is no cocaine or fell lighting, except five, who were
the great values in
Visit my warerooms and see for
ed.
mercury in it. Do not be talked into overpowered and captured.
onion; chicken, with celery.
These
Send for catalogs and prices.
Key to Puzzledom.
terms.
second hand instruments
for Ely's Cream
a substitute
taking
were butchered by Santa Anna In cold
No. 680.—Charades: 1. Inu. fay, my
Balm. All druggists sell it. Price 50
—infamy. 2. Re. port, err-reporter.
Left-over chicken may be served as cents. Mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren blood.
IUC AlUUil
E. A. cow. Styx—acoustics.
creamed hash, oasserole, warmed in Street, New York.
on to Goliad, where 300 Americans
No. 600-Beheadings: Alcott. Cross- white sauce, served in a border of rice, a
were killed after a desperate defense
words: 1. A-lack.
2. I*-edge. 3. C- mock terrapin or a la Newburg. The
ONE ESCAPED.
is a dish that may be put before
Rut the news of these
f.'ed. 4. O-zoue. 5. T-helr. 6. T-bump. latter
Mr. Peck—I see by the paper that an of the place.
occasions.
for
guests
special
No. 691.—Concealed Word Square:
eminent scientist has asserted that our catastrophes lashed every American Id
If the family is small and there has
On
are gradually being filled with Texas to a mania of vengeance.
SLID
been a roasted turkey or chicken, ar- prisons
I blondes.
April 21 Houstou so maneuvered his
L Α Τ Β
range to have guests for the next day,
Mrs. Peck—Have they caught that army of 750 as to bring It into action
Κ TO Ν
either to supper or luncheon. Use the I
! light haired thing in the next block who
In MIND!
against the main division of the MexD Κ Ν Τ
pieces of left-over turkey in mock terra- ! flirts
with every married man she sees?
or salad, and
ican army. 1.SU0 strong, ou the bauks
No. 692.—Anagrams:
1. Seusonable- pin, casserole, croquettes
will have a most attractive mealof
the Sun Jacinto river. The Ameryou
When in want of anything in our lines give us a call.
nese.
2. Unreasonableness.
A CARD.
one easily prepared and at little extra
icans rushed into battle shouting. "IteNo. 693.—Missing Word Puzzle: By cost.
This Is to certify that all druggists are
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY. WE SELL
member the Alamo!" In less than an
authorized to refund your
placing the words "beau ties" in the
money If
Mexicans were utterly routed.
blank spaces the sentence is made to
Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure your hour the
Builders'
Left-over yolks of eggs, if put at once cough or cold. It stops the cough, heals Santa Anna was taken prisoner and
read, "The gallaut young beau ties the
into a tumbler of cold water will keep the lungs and prevents serions résulte Houstou had difficulty in restraining
shoe while admiring the beauties of
If from a cold, prevents pneumonia and the victors from tearing the barbarous
fresh and soft for several days.
lier dainty foot."
into a cup and covered the consumption. Contains no opiates. The
dropped
general to pieces. This battle was the
No. (594.—American Cities:
1. AuLinseed Oil,
Floor Paints,
House Faints,
yolks would be unfit for use the second genuine is in a yellow package. Refuse last blow of the war.
rora.
3. Blooming- day.
2. Beaver Falls.
substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Floor Dressing,
Varnishes,
Barn Faints,
Houston became the first president
4. Cedar Falls. 5. Coldwater. 6.
ton.
The left-over whites of eggs may be
Floor Finish,
of the republic of Texas. He brought
Bool Faints,
Turpentine, New Cnstle. 7. Fall River. 8. Boul- made into macaroons, kisses,
or used
PAW'S QUEER IDEA.
Brushes. der. 9. Summit. 10. Little Rock.
the new republic into the United
for meringues. The whites of two eggs
Liquid
Wagon Faints,
Little Fred—"Say, maw, ain't paw got States. Texas entered the Union. Dec.
with a quarter of a pound of sugar and
Our paints include Impervious, Ileath <!c Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.
No. 695.-A Riddle: Lime.
is
like?"
a queer Idea of what heaven
the same
of almond paste will
29, 1845, almost ou the eve of a far
No. 606.
Maw—"I don't know, dear. I never
Decapitations: Sheaves, make two quantity
dozen macaroons.
greater and more important war with
it."
him
about
heard
heaves, eaves.
say anything
Where hard boiled eggs are wanted it
Mexico—a war between the latter naI
Don't
KIND.
TESTED
TIME
THE
of
all
told
best
I
did.
He
Little
roofings.
Fred—"Well,
Faroid Boofing-The
1. Brace, is much better to break the eggs, sepaNo. 607.—Word Building:
and our own .government.
tion
that
the
week
the
you
spent
groceryman
let- bracelet. 2. Luce. neck—necklace. rate carefully the yolks from the whites
try imitations.
was like heaven to blm."
and drop the yolks into water that is in the country
lasts.
kind
that
The Electrified Pip·.
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The
NO CASE ON RECORD.
boiling hot; cook slowly for twenty
Beer Drinkers and others who suffer
a clay pipe in equilibrium on
Pince
the
a
In
this
save
Regular sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
ia
no
on
record
of
minutes.
case
There
cough
way you
Back the
Whites with Brigbt's Disease, Diabetes,
edge of a glass. The problem Is to
or cold resulting in pneumonia or con- whites for another purpose.
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.
or any Kidney or Bladder Trouble
Ache,
the pipe fall
Tar
boiled
with
the
are
valuemake
and
that
are
after
Foley's Honey
yolks
sumption
can be cured if they will take Bloodine
Wheelbarrows—We bave a few first class wheelbarrows. Call and see them.
has been taken, as it will stop your less, and the dish haa cost double.
ivlthout touching it.
and Kidney Tablets, 60c. » box,
Blood
it or agcough and break up your cold quickly.
made by The Bloodine Co., Ino., Bos- blowing upon
Telephones and Electrical Supplies—We sell "Columbia Ignition Uatteriei*' i Le Ι Refnse any but the genuine Foley's
the air and
itating
Mass.
A
of
cold
boiled
rice
be
son,
best for automobiles and telephones.
cupful
may
Honey and Tar in a yellow paokage.
vithout moving the
Contains no opiates and is safe and sure. added to the breakfast muffin batter.
will
muffins
be
and
better
for
The
the
banmade
an
awfnl
hit
at
"Jones
lighter
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
this addition. It may also be used for quet the other night."
An Irishman was explaining American croquettes or for a small rice pudding,
"Is that so?"
or steamed and used as a mound on
institutions to a green countryman.
"Tes; he was called on for a speech
Soutli "Parle.
"A savings bank," he said, "is a place which to serve fresh fruit.
Take another
and refused."
fable.
whare you can deposit money to-day and
gknw and rub It rap
draw it out to-morrow by giving a week's
If you desire a clear omplexion take
iiiiy on tiie sleeve of
The best of the left-over pieces of stale
notice."
Orino Laxative for c >nstipa'ion
When you
y< nr «Mini.
bread should be toasted fur break fust, Foley's
and liver trouble as It will stimulate
in i.ii? It close (o the
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure any luncheon or supper; they may be u*«<l these Teans and thoroughly cleanse your
the
The
case of kidney or bladder trouble that is dry, or made into milk toaat.
The
w lli see the pipe turn ufler
system, which is what every one nerds pl'ip j»m
not beyond the reach uf mediciue. Cures broken pieces should be dried, rolled
fc
Greater the
in order to feel well.
F. A. Shurtleff A the glass until it falls.
backache and irregularities that if neg- and put aaide for frying or scalloping
Co.
This is the Sulzer Harlem
lected might result in Bright**) disease or purposes. Or they m iy bo so iked in
Hard Thingc to Do.
Casino, in New York, that covers diabetes. F. A. Shurthff Λ Co.
milk, a little sugar added, two eues al"Yes, I wns fined $500 for putt in·.'
Stand sideways close to the wall
lowed to each pint of milk, and a pint of
IB *
a whole block and was buik with
coloring matter in artificial hotter."
■
"Did that agent call at your house stale bread
Mi your ami raised Hat against I hi4
crumbe, the whole baked in
WhII, didn't yon deserve it?"
with that patent shower bath arrange- the
lt and tiie rest of your side touch·
oven, and served as a pudding. Or
mad
me
what
made
Ru'
Perhaps
ment?"
they may be rolled, sifted, put into a was that the judge who imposed the fine t : the wall. Then try to raise the
"Tes, and I bought one."
mould and coveted with egg and milk,
··.·< on the other side without falling
had dyed whiskers."
"You got soaked."
to each pint of crumbe two eggs
allowing
\ "r.
what
I bought it and a
"I know it; that's
pint of milk. This pu<!ding
Wha' will von take for that cough yon
Hold up your hand and fry to liend
for."
should be steamed for an hour, and serv- have Hill? I don't want if, bu' if I had it
•a· h
finger separately, leaving the
The leading architects and engineers use it in their biygest works for the ί
Bloodine Liver Pills cure Sick Head- ed with a liquid pudding sauoe. For a I would take Hloodine Cough Checker, a
You will find thai
•tiler straight.
suae reason it pays anyone to «ue it on smaller work—it make* mote and
aches, Biliousness, Dizziness and Consti- family of two, half a pint of bread 25c. bottle will cure you.
as strong, or as much and stronger concrete than the same amount ol othef
when you l>end fhe third finger the
pation. 25o. a box, mailed by The crumbs, one egg and half a pint of milk
brands because
will be quite sufficient.
Bloodine Co., Ino., Boston, Mass.
"Prisoner, have you any reasons Ό fourth, or little finger, will bend with
Uniformly 10)1 Finest Ground in the World·
present why the sentence of the court It; or if ynu bend the fourth, the third
Write as of ask fom dsaW let booklet How to Mix sod U«e E*ina Ptxtlud C<
Friend—I undertand, Mrs. Stern, that
will bend also.
To cream oysters, take fifty shelled should not be prononnced upon yon?"
"No, your h"nor. I feel as if I should
your daughter baa married since we last oyHters, 1 quart sweet cream, butter,
A. W.
&
like to say a few words abont the demet
pepper and salt to suit taste. Put the
....
fease my lawyer put np for me, but
Where Swallows Are Eaten.
SOUTH PARIS,
MAINE.
Mrs. Stern—Yes, and been divorced.
cream and oysters in separate kettles to
Friend—Ah! And who is the happy heat. When your oysters boil up, skim, there are ladies present; you can go
Along the Adriatic sea swallows and
man?
take them out of the liquid and put in a abeed with the sentence, your honor." other migratory birds are caught every
dish to keep warm. Put cream and
year by the hundreds of thousands and
Bloodine, the World's Tonic, Is the liquid together and season. Thicken
Foley's Honey and Tar cure· coughs eateu by the Italians, who spread nets,
*
Bears the
best tonic and body bnilder. Free Sam- with powdered cracker. When suffi- quickly, strengthens the longs and expels
FeriefutsandCMdna.
in which as many as 300 to 500 of the
Address, The ciently thick itir Id the oyaters. Serve colds. Get the genuine in a yellow
ple by mail for 10c.
birds are caught at once.
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phnut
menagerie and that the poor creature
seemed very unhappy and homesick.
The little girl felt sorry for the bomesl( I;

Eastern Stoanship Company,
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